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1.0 Tasks of the analysis	 /1
1,1. Comparative evaluation of the reliability of recognition of the
targets under study.
I
1.2. Determination of the most informative spectrum intervals.
1.3. Determination of the best time (season) for recognizing the
targets under study.
I
r
1.4. Evaluation of the close correlation between the coefficients of
spectrum intensity (CSI) determined by spectrometer and the _optic densities of
zonal aerial photographs (D).
I, 1„. 5. Evaluation of the close correlation between optic densities of
zonal aerial photographs on the one hand and the biomass of vegetation and
surface moisture of soil on the other hand.
1.6. Specification of the composition aria volume of observations for the
next stage of the experiment.
I
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2.0. Initial data and materials	 /2
As a result of flight and ground experiments the following materials were
obtained:
2.1. Aerial photographs of test sections by periods and spectrum channels
indicated in table 1.
TABLE 1
Date	 6.10.75
	
24.6.76	 22.7•.76	 18.8.76	 23.9.76
stage of	 ear	 lacteous yellow
	 after
winter wheat	 sprouts	 formation ripeness ripeness harvest
spectrum	 0.44-0.48 0.4-0.5
	
0.4-0.5 
	 0.4-0.5
	
0.4-0.5
channels	 0.52-0.59 0.5-0.6	 0.5-0.6	 0`.5-096
(micrometer) 0.59-0.69 o.6-o.7	 0.6-o.7
	 0.6-o.7 M-o.7
o.67-0.73 0.7-0.76	 0.7-0.76	 0.7-0.76 0.7-0.76
0.7-0.86
Appendix 1.
2.2. Coefficients of spectrum intensity, obtained as a result of spectro-
metering of the fields under study from the earth (6.7.75) and from a helicopter
at altitude 100 m (22.6.76, 23.7.76, 9.9,76)
Appendix 2.
2.3. Data of ground observations: biological, soil, meteorological,_
recorded in the approved forms, by dates. 24.6.76, 21.7.76, 18.8.76, 17.9.76.
Appendix 3.
2.4. Ground photographs of targets under study.
Appendix 4.
2.5`. Photographs of fields obtained synchronously with spectrometering.
2
F
In appendix 2.
L
2.6. Technique of biological measurements. Appendix 7.
2.7. Description of spectrometer. Appendix 8,
f
3,0. Preliminary processing of 'initial data
31. The "Joyce Loebb" microdensitometer was used to measure the optic
densities (D) of images of the targets under study in all periods in all ,spectrum-
zones. The number of measurements at each target--50. From materials for
22.7.76 at each target 150 values of _D each were measured.
The statistical characteristics were computed for the quantities of optic
density--sampling averages (A.) and standard deviations Results of the calcu-
lations are tabulated. Appendix 5:
3.2. Computations were made of the sampling averages and standard
deviations for coefficients of spectrum intensity for 10 points of each target
for all dates of spectrometric observations. Graphs were drawn for the
relationships between CSI and the effective wavelength. Appendix 2.
3 . 3 • The average weight of dry biomass and the average leaf index were
computed for each target for all observation dates.
Appendix 3.
4.0. Technique for analyzing comparative information content of spectrum
channels forspectrum coefficient of intensity (CSI) and optic densities of
zonal images (D)
The task of determining the information content of spectrum channels for
recognizing the natural targets by density corresponds to the taskof determining
the usefulness of signs in the theory of form recognition. In our case the signs
3
L
are the reflecting powers of the targets in different spectrum zones, while the
values of the signs are the CSI or D in the corresponding zones. Evaluation
of the sign usefulness is made by the strictest method--calculation of entropy
and information according to the formulas:
p Vi lAjjl 1 -
P (Aij lVJ
MH ( V1 A ji ,) _ - Z P (VI/Air, } 912p ( V^ / Add.,	 (2)
HK. (VIA) _ T P(A jj,) H ( V/ A jil)	 (3)
dt=^
nP ( A j ,) _	 P( V!) P ( A ii, l VO	 (4)
=1
Here
P(Vi,A j) --a posteriori probability, of the affiliation of the fundamental
target (i.e.,areas, orders of instantaneous field of vision
'i	 of measuring instrument) to class Vi,
A.--value of coefficient ` of spectrum intensity or optic density
of image.
K--number of sign ( spectrum zone) .
n--number of classes.
m--number of intervals in range of measurements for values A.
	 j
P(Vi) --a priori probability of class V
P(A jj, ) probability of quantity A appearing in interval jjr
P(A j j 
r /Vi) - probability of values A, of fundamental target falling in
interval ` jj r
 on the condition that-this target belongs to
I	 class V
H(V/A j, ) --entropy of experimental recognition on the condition of the
appearance of target AJjr
H,,(V/A) --complete entropy, mean for all 'values A j j j , with regard to
—	 a	 11
I:
I
the probabilities of these values appearing.
	 {
i
These formulas were used to compute the entropy in the experimental
recognition n of the objects according to sign K.
i Besides determining the mean quantity of information for recognition of
all the targets under study, calculations were made of the amounts of entropy
in the experimental recognition of each of the n classes (i) on the background
of all the remaining differences from class i which axe viewed as one class.
These data make it possible to determine which signs and what time are
the most optimal for recognizing certain classes of targets on the background
of the remaining. The entropy of the experimental recognition of the assigned
class of targets on the background of the remaining is determined according
to the following formulas:
I
H (vi A;i,) -- P ( Vi /Ajj, fop P(Uf /Afi,)'—
	
(6)
- [ I -p ( Vz /Aj^)] eogz [i- P(Vi A}^)]_
H ( Vi / A)	 P ( A j^,) N ( v^^A t ,	 (7)
1
Calculations 'according 'to formulas 1-7 were made on the ES--1030
	 1
Electronic	 Computer. The program of calculations is in appendix 6.
The calculations according to the formulas were made under the assumption
that the distribution of variabilities of the quantities CSI and D conform to
the normal law.
The conclusion that the distribution of probabilities of these amounts
is close to the normal has been established by many_ researchers.
i
jIn addition, in order to substantiate this conclusion special studies
were made on the materials from measurements of D on multizonal photographs.
The distributions of probabilities of quantities D were analyzed on aerial photo-
graphs in all zones on 22.07.76 for all the targets under study, except natural
vegetation which was included in the ,group of targets for recognition.
Verification of the hypothesis on the normal distribution was made by Fearson' s
correlation coefficient with level of significance 0.0.5. The results of the
computations are presented in table 2.
TABLE 2
"ones 0.4-0.5 yun 0.5-0.6 pm 0.6-0.7 µm 0.7-0.76 µm
Targets
X2	 X2a X2	 x2a
x2, X2 X2	 X2
I--winter wheat 8.8	 15.5 1.5	 14.1 10.5	 16.9
--winter wheat 1.3	 7.8 II 6.0	 7.8 3.7	 14.1 i6?1 1 .11
III--corn 2.1
	
14.1 5.8	 11.1_ 10.4.	 14.1 6.1	 14.1
IV--corn 0.9	 -3.8 6.5-	 14.1 9.5	 7.8 9.4	 9.5
V--spring wheat 1.4	 6.0 9.3	 14.1 8.7	 11.1 5.8	 16.9
VI--spring wheat 6.8	 15.5 4.7	 9.5 3.6	 7.8 1.7	 12.6
VII--clover 3.8	 11.1 10.4	 18.3 8.3	 12.6 4.3	 11.1
VIII--clover 6.2	 7.8 1.5	 9.5 0.6	 6.0 23.1	 9.5
TX--oak 8.6	 9.5 15.8	 16.9	 10.6 ,	11.1 3.5	 14.1
Here X$--computed quantity of correlation coefficient,
X2--critical Point of distribution of X2.
j The materials of table 2 indicate that in 96% of the cases the empirical
data agree with the hypothesis on normal distribution. 	 This number corresponds
to the accepted level of significance 0.05.
5.0.	 Results of analysis of comparative information content of spectral channels
	 10
f
and seasons for recognition of targets under study.
5.1.	 As initial data for calculating the quantities of entropy results
I
were used from measurements of the optic densities of images and coefficients of
j spectrum intensity. 	 The group of targets for recognition included the main
targets of the central chernozem zone; 	 winter wheat (II), spring wheat (V)-,
corn (IV), clover (VII), woods (oak) (IX), and fallow land or plowing.
	 Natural
grasses were not included in the group for recognition, since they occupy a very
i
6
insignificant area (in preserves). Measurements of CSI and D of fallow land
are not available for all the dates. However, this should not have a signi-
ficant effect on the remaining results since fallow land is easily distinguished
from the vegetation targets.
In certain cases large discrepancies were found between the sampling mean
quantities of optic densities of analogous targets.
	 This is explained by the
effect of such factors as dodging, weediness, dispersity of the sowing, etc.
For further processing, data were selected for those targets where the indicated
factors were lacking or were present to a lesser degree.
The a priori probabilities of the targets were computed on the basis of
published reference data on the percentage of areas occupied in the central
chernozem zone by different types of vegetation. 	 11
Winter wheat-- -50%, spring wheat- -15%, corn--10%, grass--10%, woods 5%,
the rest- -5%.
i
' The calculated quantities of entropy are given in the tables, appendix 6.
The interval borders of the spectrometer are somewhat arbitrary; they are ,riven
from the effective wavelength and average width of interval--0.02 µm.
	 These
data were used to construct graphs for the dependencies of entropy on the
effective wavelength of the spectrum zone (fig. 1-3).
	 On the basis of an
1
analysis of the data in the appendix tables and graphs (fig. 1-3) the spectrum
zones and seasons were ranked 	 according to information content for recognition
of the targets under study by coefficients of spectrum intensity or optic
densities of the images.
i
The results from analysis of the information content are reflected in tables-
3 and 4.
i
On the basis of these data a graphic idea was given for theoptimal recog-
nition of the targets under study at various times according to the two most
informative zones in recognition by optic densities of images (fig. 4,5) and by
^	 7
coefficients of spectrum intensity (fig. 6). The spread of quan•Lities CSI and
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RANKING Ok' SPECTRUM ZONES AND SEA.SONS ACCORDING TO INFORMATION CONTENT FOR 18
RECOGNITION OF TEST TARGET'S BY OPTIC DENSITIES OF IMAGES {
Month
	
Winter Corn Spring Clover Oak
5	 wheat wheat
4	 zones
r ^
^
o zones
z
o zones	 _ a zones o zones o
(PM)
w
(PM)
P
w (Pm) (Pm) w (Pm) wi£
I}
-
I	 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9-
IO II
June	 0,40-0,50 0,21 0,60-0,70 0 0,40-0,50 0,I0 0,70-0,76 0,02 0,70-0,76 0,05!
0,70-0,76
t
0,41 0,70-0,76 0 0,70-0,76 0,41, 0,40-0,50 O,I3 0,50-0,60 -0,I6'
0,60-0,70 0,63 0,40-0,50'_ 0,05 0,60-0,70 0,54 0,60-0,70 0,I7 0,60-0,PO 0,21
1
0,50-0,60 0,68 0,50-0,60 0,23 0,50-0,60 0,55 0,50-0,60 0,21 .0,40-0,50 0,24
^
July	 0,50-0,60 0 0,40-Q150 O,IO 0,60-0,70 0,I3 0,50-0,60 0 I 0,50-0,60 (x,02;
0,60-0,70 0,02 0,60-0,70 0,I6 0,40-0,50 0,16 0,40-0,50 0,04 0,60-0,70 0,02.
0,40-0,50_ 0,04 0,70-0,76' 0,I6' 0,70-0,76 O,I7 0,60-0,70- 0,06 0,40-0,50 0,07
0,22L10,70-0,76 0,25 0,50-0,60 0,20 0,50-0,60 0,21 0,70-0,76 0,27 0,70-0,76
August
	 0,60-0,70 0,05 0,60-0,70 0,08 0,60-0,70 0,07. 0,60-0,70 0,05 0,70-0,76 0,15'
0,70-0,76 0,44 0,70-0,76 0,I3 0,40-0,50 0,34 0,70-0,76 0,I5 0,60-0,70 0,I6
0,40-0,50 0,57 0,4 0-0,50 0,28 0,70-0,76 0,39 0,40-0,50 O,17 0,40-0,50 0,23 ,
September 0,70-0,76 0 0,60-0,70 0,08 0,40-0,50 0,01 0,40-0,50 O,I4 0,.70-0,76 0, 22-
i
0,30 0,50-0,60 0,I2 0,60-0,70 0,09 0,70-0,76' 0,I4 0,60-0,70 0,24
0,40-0,50 0,40 0,70-0,76 O,I4 0,70-0,76 0,25 0,60-0,70 0,14 0,50-0.60 0,254
0,50-0,60 0,59 0,40-0,50, 0,30 0,50-0,60 0,49 0,50-0,60 0,22 0,40-0,50 0,26M
October	 0,67-0,73 0 1 01 0,43-0,52 0,06 0,67-0,73 0,08' 4
0,52-0,59 0,I3 0,52-0.59 0,I2 0,72-0,86 O;-I
0,43-0,52 0,I7 0,67-0,73 0,I6 0,43-0,52 0,2I'
0,72-0,86 0,35 0,72-0,86 0,26 0,52-0,59 0,30
e (continued on next Page)
LTranlator's note: All commas in numerals represent decimal points
'f	 (continued from previous page
r
1
1
I
Month	 Plowing Entire group of
targets,
zones o	
_
zones
-o
^.1.` A
W
12 13 14 I5
June 0,40-0,50 0,37
j 0,70-0,76. 0,46
0,60-.0,70 0,87
`
0,50-0,60 1105
July	 ' .
,0,40-0,50..x:.0,
0,60-0,70- 0,21
0,50-0,60 0,22-
0,70-0,76 0,55
August 0,60-0,70 0,2I	 1
0,70-0,76 0,66
0,40-0,50 0,91
September
0,70-0,76 0,42
0,60-0,70 0,45
0,40-0,50
 0, 62
0,50-0,60 0,97
October
I	 Or72-0,86 0,06 0,67-0,73 0,I8
0,43-0,52 0,07 0,43-0,52 0,26
0,52-0,59 0109 0,52-0,59 0,33
0,67-0,73 0,I0 0,72-0,86 0,47
---- - -
:: 
_ - - a-N-- _.._ - - ._Oct
ober 0-18
[Translator's note;	 All commas in numerals represent decimal points?
6
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TABLE 5	 19
RANKING OF SPECTRUM ZONES AND SEASONS ACCORDING TO INFORMATION CONTENT
FOR RECOGNITION OF TARGETS UNDER STUDY BY COEFFICIENTS OF SPECTRUM INTENSITY
Month	 Winter	 Corn	 Spring	 Clover
wheat wheat
zones o
zones
o
zones o zones o
I	 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
June	 0,86-0,88 0,45 0,65-0,67 0 0,55-0.57 0,27 0,40-0,42 0,I9
0,90-0,92 ``	 0,48 0.72=0,74 0 0,65-0,67 0,28 0,49-0,5I 0,23
0,40-0,42 0,52 0,86.-0,88 0 0,90-0,92 0,30 0,86-0,88 0,23
0,72-0,74 0,67 0,90-0,92 0 0,86-0,88 0,38 0,65-0,67 0,24
July
	 0,57-0,59 0 0,52-0,54 0,03 0,67-0,69 0 0,57-0,59 0,08
0,52-0,54 0,06 0,86-0,88 0,03 0,57-0,59 0,02 0,43-0,45 0,10
0,62-0,64 0,I2 0,90-0,92 0,03 0,62-0,64 0,07 1 0,52-0 k54 0,I3
0,55-0,57 0,I3 0,97=0,99 0,10 0,52-0,54 0,13 0,67-0,69 0,I6
September 0,86-0,88 0,07 0,86-0,88 0,0I 0,57-0,59 0,08
0,75,0,77 -0,I2 0,75-0,77 0,0I 0,72-0,74 0,09
0,90-0,9-, 0,15 ,0,90-0,92 0,02 0,86.-0,88 0,II
j
0,57-0,59 0,I8 0,55-0,57 0,04 0,67-0,69 0,II
I
Ranking	 July 0 June 0 July 0 July 0.08
of	 June 0 .45 July 0 .03 Sept. 0.01 Sept. 0,08
seasons Sept. 0.07	 Dune 0.27 June 0.19
(continued on next page
J
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(continued from previous page)
Month	 Oak Fallow Entire group of Recommended
land y,	 targets y, set of zones
zones o zones o	 zones oa
H H	 m(K
(Pm) w (Pm) W
IO II 12 I3	 I4 I5 I6
June
	
0,67-0,69 0,09 0,40-0,42 0,76 0,40-0,42
• 0,49-0,5I O,II - 0,65-0,11 0,76 0,65-0,67
0,40-0,42 0,I7 - 0,90-0,92
0i76 0,86-0,88
0,57-0,59 0,I9 0,86-0,88 0,78, 0,90-0,92
'
July	 0,72-0,74 0 0,57-0,59 0,22 0,57-0,59
0,75-0, 77 (7,01 0,62-0,64 0,38 0,90-0,92
0,90-0,:92 0,06 0,67-0,u9 0,41 0,52-0,54
0,62-0,64 0,12 0,52-0,54 0,42 0,6270;64
September
	
.
0,75-0,77 0,0I 0,75-0,77 0	 0,86-0,88 0,I2 0,57-0,59
0,90-0;92 0,02 0,86-0,88 0	 0,75-0,77 0,13 0,75-0,77
0,86-0,88 0,06 0,90-0192 0	 0,90-0,92 0,I7 0,86-0,88
0,97-0,99 0,07 0,40-0,42 0,I	 0,97-0,99 0,23 0,90-0,92
' Ranking	 July 0 Sept. 0.12
of	 Sept. 0.01 July 0.22
' seasons	 June 0.09 June 0.76
LTranslator's notes	 All commas
i
in numerals represent decimal points'
a
a
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The quantity of entropy is not unequivocally related to the probability
	 20
of recognition error. With the given amount of entropy one can only indicate
the limits within which the value of probability of recognition error lies.
Therefore, in order to judge the quantities of probability error calculations
were made of the maximum and minimum probabilities of recognition error of each
class of targets for the assigned values of entropy according to the formulas:
H = , C P( .e)min ] Coy [J-  p ( t)mina ^ p(e)mut eOQ P(Omiti	 (8)J
H - - P) M NbV-	 ep	 P( YL) mtw	 _	 (9)(	 L	 a
PP(e)max t (VL)M3t
P(e)mAZ eo p(e)max
P(e) Max t P(V0 lain
Here P(vi)min--the minimum a priori probability of class.
P"(1) 
min and P(l)max -respectively the minimum and maximum probability
of recognition error of class V i , if the recog-
nition entropy equals H.
The results of the calculations axe given in table 6.
TABLE 6	 /21
Target Winter Corn Spring Clover Oak
P(Vi) wheat wheat
H o.6o 0.12 o.16 0.06 o.06
0.05 E 0.01 0.01 0.01
40.01 0.01 e-0.01 0.02 0.02
0.10 40.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
0.01 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05
0.20 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
m4 0.10 0.08 0,04 0.14
0.30 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.08 0.18 0.15 o`.24 0.24
5.2. Conclusions and recommendations
5.2.1. Calculation of the quantities of entropy and analysis of these
data provide valuable ` information on the degree of comparative usefulness of
different spectrum intervals for recognizing targets under 'study.
5.2.2. The information content of narrow spectrum intervals (CSI) on the
average is.higher than the information content of wide (multizonal aerial
photograph)
Thus, in the recognition by coefficients of spectrum intensity already in
two zones practically complete recognition is achievable in September and July
	 22
(fig.  6) ,
5.2.3. The best month for recognizing the studied targets is apparently
July, the worst--June,
5.2.4. The information content of spectrum intervals for recognition
during a season changes. Therefore the photography must occur in different
spectrum zone's depending on the season (tables 4,_ 5) in case of a limited set of
intervals (for example, four) or with a constant expanded set of spectrum
intervals. On the basis of table 5 one can preliminarily recommend the following
set of eight intervals for the entire season: 0.40 -0.42, 0.57-0,59, 0.62-0.64,
0.65-0.67, 0.75 -0.77, 0.86-0.88 and 0.90-0.92 p.
5.2.5. The graphs (fig. 1-3) reveal that even for the intervals located
close in the _spectrum, the information content changes rather sharply, so that
the local minimums and maximums axe separated from each other on the average by
not more than 0.1 fzm. Therefore, from the viewpoint of information content the
narrow intervals are preferable. However, the question of the optimal width of
intervals requires special studies. Probably for each selected spectrum zone
its width will be the optimal.
5.2.6. The conclusions on the recommendations for specific intervals and-
the best time for recognition which were drawn from materials of one year should
20
„w	
—_
ibe viewed as preliminary and subject to refinement during further studies.
6,0. Evaluation of the close correlation between the coefficients of spectrum 1
intensity (CSI) and optic densities of zonal aerial photographs (D).
6.1. The degree of correlation of quantities CSI and D was determined by
the data obtained on 22-24 June and 22-23 July. The hypothesis on the linear
relationship between the quantities of optic density (D) and the logarithms of
quantities for coefficients of spectrum intensity was verified. Due to the
different width of spectrum zones of the spectrometer and aerial photography the
average quantities of CSI from the narrow,.sp ectrum intervals included in the
given wide zone were taken as equivalents to the spectrum zones of the photo-
graphs. The following quantities were obtained for the coefficients of correlation
for various spectrum channels:
Date	 0.4-0.5	 0.5-0.6	 0.6 0.7	 0. 7-0,8	 1
22-24 June	 0.25	 -0.33	 0.68	 0.66
22-23 July 	0 .75	 0 . 25	 0.32	 -0 .25
l
Thus, the aforementioned data do not confirm the -presence of a correlation
between quantities CSI and D. However, one can also not conclude that it is
lacking; on the basis of these data. The lack of a correlation can be explained
by a number^of reasons, of which the most important are the followings
1) time asynchronism of data,
2) spatial asynchronism of data, lack ofexact spatial tie of spectro-
metric measurements,
3) discrepancy in width of spectral intervals of spectrometer and aerial 	 24
k	 photography.
7 .0. State of the question of evaluating the close correlation between optic	 25
^I	 densities of zonal aerial photographs and biomass of vegetation.
71. As a result of the analysis of thecollected materials the presence of
1	 correlations between the biomass and any characteristics of zonalaeriali
I
21'
ii
i
photographs was not successfully established. In order to confirm the
presence or for strict proof of the lack of such a connection it is necessary
to process a greater volume of initial data obtained under conditions of
exclusion of interfering factors. Apparently, it is not sufficient to have
the mean quantity of biomass for the entire field. It is necessary on certain
fields to make repeated measurements of the biomass in the entire range of its
changes with strict spatial fixation of measurement points
8.0. Improvement in the composition and volume of observations of next year
	 26
8.1 As a result of the analysis of the collected materials certain
deficiencies were defined in the technique of data collection,
8.2. It is necessary to have spatial fixation of spectrometric data. The
most simple variant is fixation of the ends of the helicopter route and
spectrometering along the route through various time intervals.
8.3. It is expedient to develop a detailed program of special biometric
observations on certain fields which guarantees a sufficient volume of data
'
	
	
fixed in the plan for computation of the correlation between biomass and the
data of remote-controlled apparatus.
i
22
 -	
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Materials of Multizonal Aerial Ph_
 otogx a;phy
Log Boot-, of Multizonal Photography
	 29
Section Kursk Mission 2 Date 24.o6. ?67
Route number 1-2 Time (start) 9 h 07 min. (end
-9 h 20 mina
cameras, 1 2 3
zone of spectrtuu o40-o48 049-o50 061 -072 071-080
type of camera A-.39 A-39 A-39 A-39
foe. distance 100 100 ioo 100
format 70 x 80 70 x80 70 x 80 70 x 80
type of film T-17 T-17 T-17 1-840
filter blue green red infrared
exposure 1:300 1:300 1: 3Q0
6.3
1:300
stop aperture 3.5 5.0 3.5,
overlap 50% 500 50^ S0^
number of emulsion
Log Book of Multizonal Photography
Section Kursk Mission 3 Date 22.07.76
Route number 1-2
	 Time (start) 8 h. 25 min. (end) 8
_ h. 45 min.
cameras	 1 -2 3 4
zone of spectrum	 040 -048 049-060 061-072 071-080
type of camera
	 A-39 A -39 A-39 A. -39
foe, distance	 1_00 100 100 100
format	 70 x 80
	 1 70 x 80 70 x 80 70 x 80
type of ` film	 T-17 T-17 T-1?
red
1-840
infraredfilter 	 blue green
exposure	 1-300 1: 00 1	 00 1:	 0
stop aperture
,
	 4. 2 6. 7.8,2
f overlap
	 50% 50/
number of emulsion
i
24
Log Rook of Multizonal Fhotography
	 31
Section Kursk. Mission 4 Date 18.08. 76
Route number 1 -2 Time (start) 10 h. 00 min. (end) 10 h. 20 min.
cameras
zone of spectrum
type of camera
1
040 -Q48
A -39
2
049-060
A-39
3
061-072
A -39
j
foc. distance 100 100 100
format 70 x 80 70 x 80 70 x 80
type of film T-17 T -17
green
1.300
5.0
50/
T -17
red
1:300
3.5
spy
_._
z
filter
exposure
blue
1 :300
stop aperture
- 
% overlap
3 5
o
50%
number of emulsion.
i
Log Rook of Multizonal Photography
	 32
Section Kursk Mission 5 Date 23.09.76
Route number 1-2 Time (start) 9 h. 30 min.(end) 101- Lillegible'
cameras 1 2 3 4
gone of spectrum 040-048 049-060 061-0 2 071 -080
type of camera A
-39 - A -39 A -39 A-39
foc. distance 100 100 100 100
format 70 x 80
N 
70 x 80 ^70
 x
_	
80
type of film T-17 T-17 T -17 I -840
filter blue green red, infrared
exposure 1:300 1:300 1,000 1:300
stop aperture 3- 5 4.0 5.2 5.0
overlap ; 50% 50% —59
	 ....... 50%
number of emulsion
ON FLIGHT PARAMETERS
Section Kursk Mission 2 Date 24 .06.76
I
G
1^
Route	 Time	 Altitude Course Drift angle Ground speed True speed Visibility Cloud
`hour, min.	 meters (degrees) (degree) (km/h) (km/h) (km) cover (%)
I start end
	
r
1 9h	
_
5000 80 0 -' 460 10 clear
97min
- 460 10 clear2 -	 9h 5000 80 0
20min
FLIGHT PARAMETERS	 34
Section Kursk. Mission 3 Date 22.07.76
r
Route Time ltitude Course Drift angle Ground R speed True speed Visibility Cloud
hour, min. (meters) (degrees) (degree) km/h (km/h) (km) cover K
start	 end
5000 85 + 6 - 420 8 clear
2 min.
2 8 h _....^. .._
45min. 5000 85 f 6 - 420 8 clear
Route Time Altitude Course Drift angle Ground speed True speed Visibility Cloud
hour, min. (meters) (degree) (degree) (km/h) (km/h) (km) cover	 K
start	 end
1 10 h	 - 5000 84 0
.^
470 10 10-20%
00min.2 .	 _
10 h. 5000 84 0
- 470 10 10-20%
20min.
FLIGHT PARAMETERS
	 36
Section Kursk Mission ',5	 Date-23 09.76
Route Time Altitude Course Drift angle Ground speed True speed Visibility Cloud
hour, min. (meters) (degree) (degree) (km/h) (km/h) (km) cover (f}
start	 end
gh 5000 go + 6- _ 400 8 clear
30min.,
2 _	 10 h 5000 90 + 6
- 400 8 clear
10min.
iv 1
gg
F
1
3
r
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CO
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission	 ,Date 22 June 1976 Time 12 h 43 min. No. Field I Crop winter wheat
No. h-ef
	
Reflection coefficient M 	 stand.
neln	
^' 1
	
i 2
	
3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 °	 IO ^? mean .deviat .
T-
1 410 2,2 I,9 2,3 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,1 2,^ 2,I	 2.1 0_.1
2 438 2,5 2j4 2,4 2,5 2,5 2 $ 5 2,5 2,5 215 2,5	 2.5 0.1
3 .500 3,9 3,5 3,I 3,3 3,I 3,I 3,5 3,0 3,1 3,1	 3.3 0.3
4 53o 5,8 5,4 5,4 5,6 5,8 5,4 5,8 5,2 5, CO 5,0	 ?5.4 0.3
5 560 -6,8 6,8 6,8 7,I 7,4 7,II 7,4 6,6 ;,8 6,6	 X6.9 0.3
6 582 X3,3 60 616 6,8 6,9 6,9 6,9 6,6 6,C 696 i6.9 0.6
7 622 5,5 512 5,2 5,2 5,5 5,I 4,2 4,5 4?8 4,2 i4.9 0.5
8 657 4, 4 4,4 4,3 4,8 4,8 4,3 4,9 4,3 z;,` 4,8 ^-5 0.3
9 682 6 9 I 7,0 5,2 6,1 5,6 5,6 621 5,2 5, 5,6	 5.8 0.5
10 728 25,0 23,3 29,3 26;4 2,---,4 26 9 4 25,0 25, 6 y, _ 25,7`26.4 1,4
11 755 41,1 _ 38, 9 43, 7 3^a 4 41, 1 42,1 43,2 40,0 -2, 309,541.0 1.8
12 866 45,3 43,2 43,2 38,9 41,1 43,2 44,2 3,9, 5 4	 , 7 41,6 42.4 2.1
13 910 33,7 39,7 43,3 33,3 40,0 4,4 48,6 39,2 12,8 40,8 41. 0 4.0
14 983 46,2 35,4 40,8 37,3 383 ,5 ' 4- 2, 43,I 40,0 41^^,3 X8,540.5 3.2
15 1020 33,8 2	 3 3^,'2 "3,8 34,6 3)6,9 38,5 25,4 4',-,0 35, 435.5 1 .6
ro
d
3
I
x
[Translator's, note: All commas in this and subsequent tables of Appendix 2 represent decimal pointsi
t	
1
y:
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 22 June 1976 Time 12 h. 50 min. No. Field
	 II Crop - winter wheat
No. X-ef7, Reflection coefficient (/)
chan-fect,
 ^	 ) I 2 3
4 5 6 8 9	 ^ 10	 mean dev at .
1 410 I,g 2,I -,3 1,9 2,1 1,7 L,9 I,9 I,8 1,7
	 2.0 0.2
° 2 438 2,3 2,2 2,4 2, 3 2,5 2,2 1 ,9 2,0 2,2 2,01 2.2 0 . 2
3 500 3, I 3,1 3,1 3,0 3,0 2,8 2, 6 2,2 3,0 2,G	 z. 9 o. 3
4 53o 4,8 4,8 5,2< 5,4 5,_0 4,6 4,4 4, 6 4,8 4,4:4..8 0.3
5 56o 6,6 6,6 6,8 7,I,6 0,0 6,0 5,5 6,6 5,5 :6.3 0.5
6 582 6,3 ,3 6,0 7,I 6,3 6,3 b",0 5,4 6,6 5,4	 6.2 0..5
7 622 5,2 4,8 4,8 5,5 4,5 4,5 4,5 4,5 5,2 3,9 4.7 0.5
8 637 4,3 4,3 3 ,0 2,6 0,5 3,5 3,5 3,9 3,5 3,0 3.5 0.6
9 682,1 5,2 5,6 5,6 5,2 4,8 4 ,8 4,8 4,8 4,8	 5.2 0.5 a
10 728 26,4 21,4 20,9 24,3 25,0 I9,3 19,3 24,3 2I,4 19,3 21. 7 2.2 0
11 755 32,6 55,3 38,3 40,5 37,4 3I , I ?3,4 33), 7 30 , 0 30,533 .6 3.8
12 866 43,7 36,8 36,3 32 ,5 36,8 30,5 28,9 36,3 x:3,7 36,335 . 9 4.2
13 g10 rrl I Or' ,7 ^'	 n11' 5,0 Y^39,7 3-7r ,8 r32,5 29,4 r^^33,9 r33,I r55,334. 7 2.9
14 983 5 34,6 34,6 38,1 x.8,5 31,9 29,6 32,3 33,5 33,534 .0 2.7
15 1020 31, 32,3- 30,0 33,8 13,I 30,8 26,9 30,0 3I,5 29,230, 9 2.0
H
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 40
o	 Mission Date 22 June 1976	 Time 14 h. 37 min. No. Field III Crop	 corn
No. X-ef-,
_
Reflection coeff' cient (%)
Chan
nel
fect.
(nm)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 mean stand.deviat.
1 41o , 2,4 2 9 6 2,6 - 2 1 8 2,6 2,7 2,8 2,8 219 3 .0 2.7 0.22 438
2,2 2,4 2,2 2,3 2,3 23 2,4' 2,5 2,6 2.6 2.4 0.1
3 500 3,2 3,3 3,2 3,3 3,3 3,I 3,4 3,6 3,7 ,3-7 3.4 0.2
4 530 3,6 3,8 34 3,7 3,3 3 , 6 3,7 3,9 3,9 X4.0 3.7 0.2
5 560 4,8 4,8 4,9 5,1 5,1 4,9 4,9 5,2 5,7 15.4 5.1 0,3
6 582 5,1 5,2 5,3
5,5 5,1 5,4 5,5 5,7 6,0 '5.8 5.5 0.3
7 629 5,2 5,5 5,4 5,8 5,I 5,8 5,9 b , 0 6,4 6, 3 5. 7 0.4
8 657 5,2 5,4 54 5,4 5,0 5,5 5,5 5,9 6,I X5,9
5.5 0.3_
9 682 7,4 7,2 7,T 7,r/' 7,4 7,8 7,6 7,2 8,5 8.6 7.7 0.5
10 728 7,9 rr,9 6,6	 _ 7,3 6,6 7 1 3 7,9 6,2 7,9 X7.9 7.6 o.6
11 755 8,5 8,5 7,9 7,6 7,6 7,9 7,6 F,5 8,8 17.9 8.1 0.5
12 866 7
,0 7,6 .6 ,7 1,6 6,7 7,0 7,0 7,6 6,7 `7.3 7.2 o.4
13 910 9,7 8,0 7,5 8,5 G,8 7,,8 7,5 8,2 7 1 8 . 8.2 8.o o.8
14 983 °,4 8,4 8,4 9,I 8,I 8,I 8,4 8,8 9,I 9.1 8.7 0.5
15 1020 9,5 9,3 9,3 10,2 93 9,7 9,3 10,2 10,2 10.4 9.7 0.5
{1
- 11.1ZI-LU	 47r PJl1l.11 l/L1J:J1111. V 	 aia^.. f,....... ..._`.___.
Mission Date 22 June 1976 Time 13 h. 45 min.	 No. Field IV	 Crop corn
No.
Reflection coefficient M.
stan
chan 8 9 IO mea
nTX-ef-
. 2 3 5 6 7 deviat.
nel
1 410	 2,7 2,7 2,8 2,7 2,8. 2,8 2,9 2 ,9 3,0 3,2	 2.9 0.2
2 438 2 ,6 2,6 2,5 2 ,5 2,4 29 6 296 2,6 2,9 2,9	 2.6 0 .2
3 500 3,7 Q 3,9 3,6 3,8. 3,9 4 ,0 4,0. 4,4 4,2	 3.9 0.2
4 530 3 99 4,1 3,9 3,9 3,7 3,9 490 4,0 4t4 4,1 ;4.0 0.2
5 560 5,5 5,7 5,7- 5,4 5,6 5,7 5,8 5,8 6 9 3 8 9 3	 5.8 0.3
6 582 695 6'I
6-,I 6 9 I 6,0 6,5 6,5 6,4 6,9 7? X 6.4 0.4
7 622 6 , 6 6,8 692 6,5 603 6,8 6,8 7,0 7,3 7,3 X6.8 o.4
8 657 6 ,5 6,3 E,3 6,2 6,2 E,3 6,3 6,0 7,4 rl,O r 6 .5 0.
9 682 9 , 1 8,8 8 , 9 8 2 3 8,2 Soo 9ti 8,9	 - 907 1	 1g„9 0.6
10 728 8,4 8,6' $,I 7,8 8,I 3,I 8 4 8,I 8,9 8,9	 8.3 0.
11 755 8,5 9,0 8,5 ' 8,0 8,0 &,5 8,0 8,3 9, 4 9,7 r8,6 0.6
12 866 8 ^9 8,4 7,6 8,I r,37 8,4 £^,I 8 4 84, 9,2	 8.3; 0.6_
13 910 8 '? 6,8 7,7 7,7 7,9 3,9 7 ,9 8,3 3,9 9, 1
	8.4 o.6
14 983 10,0 9, 7 8,9 8,9 9,2 9,'7 9,2 9,2 10,3 10,8! 9.6 o•6
15 1020 11 , 2 11,2 10,8 9,8 I0,3 11,2 I1,2 10,6 11,8 12,3`11.0	 0.7
W
Ilk-
^d
°o 
Ci
FIEID SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
2
Mission Date 22 June 1976 Time 13 h.'40 min. No. Field V Crop spring wheat
No. k-ef- Reflection coefficient
chan-fect . I
net
	
(nm)
?
3. 4 7 8 9 mean stand.deviat .
1 410 1,7. I,3 I,9 I,9 L,8 118 I,9 19 1,9 I,9 1.8 o.1
2 438 2,0 2,I 2,9 2, 1 2,3 2,2 2,3 2, 3 2,2 2,2 2.3 0.2
3 500 2,5 2'8 3,0 3,0 3,I 3,0 3,I 3,2 3,2 3,0 3 , 0 0.2
4 530 4,7 4,8 5,1 5,0 5,2 510 5,0 5t4 - 5,4 5,7 i; 5	 1 0.2
5 56o 6 , 6 6,9 7 ,3 7,0 73 7,2 7,4 7 ,4 7,4 7 ,4 7.2 0.3
6 582 613 6,5 6 ' 9 6,6 6,9 7,0 7,0 7,2 7,2 7, 1 x'6.9 0.3
7 622 4 ,4 4,5 4,9 4,5 5,2 5,3 5,2 5,3 5,3 5,3 °5.0 0.3
8 657 4,0 3 9 9 4,5 /115 4,6 4,5 4,6 4,7 4, 7 4t6 4.5 0.3
9 682 4,8 5,0 5,5 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,6 5,5 5.4 0,3
10 728 _2I,0 2 ',4 22,8 22,2 23,4 22,8 23 9 4 23,4 23,5 23,4 22,8 0.8
11 755 30,5 30 ,3 32,6 30,5 32,4 92,1 32,9 3I,8- 32,6 33,7 31.9 1.2
12 866 28,9 29 1 5 32,1 30,5 32,1 30,8 31,3 3I_,I 3I,I 32,4' 31.0 1.1
13 910 27,6 78,6 30,0 30. 1 4 30,4 `0,0 30,4 28,8 29,7 30, 7 29.7 1.0
14 983 e7 , 3 28, 8 3I,2 29,4 330,6 29,2 3I,2 "D0,6 30,0 3I,3 30.0 1.3
15 sozo r , ,U3I,0 3I,3 31,3 32,1 31,2 1,7 32, 1 SI,7 32,3 31.4 1.2
C
r
o^
td M,
tl 1
FIEhD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 22 June 1976 Time 14 h. 46 min. No Field V IA Crop spring wheat
No. k-eff
	
Reflection coefficient (/^
chan ect	 _..	 _W	
mean s an
nel (nm) I	 2	 3	 I05^:	
.G...,	 r._._._.^___.^.
	 .9..	
^	 'deviat.
s
	
410 I,8	 ',^	 1 ,8	 1,9	 I,'7	 I,6	 I,G	 1 , 8	 I,7	 I,9 1.7 0.1
2	 438 2,4	 2,3	 2,3	 2,2	 2,T	 2;0	 2, 2 	 2,1	 2,2	 2,2
	
2.2	 0.1	 11
3	 500 _ 3,0	 3,1	
3,0	 3,1	 2,3	 2,6	 2,6	
2,6	
2,9	 3,0
	
2.9
	
0.2
	530 4,9	 5,1	 5,3	 4 ,9	 4,5	 4,2	 4,4	 4,4	 4,7	 4,8,7 0,3
'i5	 560 6,5	 6,3	 6,9	 8,5	 5,8	 5,6	 5,j7	 5,9	 6,3	 G	 6.2 o.4
6	 582 6,I	 6,4	 6,5	 6,4	 4 9 9	 5,7	 5,5
	 5,8	 6;2	 G,I 6. 0 0,5
7	 622 4,4	 4,6	 4,7	 4,7	 4,2	 4,0	 490	 4,3
	
4,7	 4,6 4.4	 0.3
8	 657 3,0
	 3,3	 3,5	 3,0
	 2,7	 2,6	 2,7	 2,9	 3,'2	 3,2 3.0 0. 3
9	 682 4,9	 5,4	 5,3
	
5,3 ,	 4,7	 !,7	 4,5
	
4,"f	 4,9	 4,7	
.9 0.3
10 728 20,8
	 22,3
	 22,3
	
I9,5
	 .18 1 9	 18,6	 17,1	 18,9	 I9,9	 19 , 2. 19.8 1.6
r11 755 33,2
	
32, 6
	 32,1	 28,9
	 26,1	 27,4	 27,4	 20', 6
	 27,1	 28,4 29.0 2.7
12 866 33,2	 3' 1, 2 	K , I	 28 , 7	 25,3	 27 , 9	 26,8  	 27,9  	 25,8  	 27 4^  . 7 2.8
13 910 31,7	 31,7
	 30,4	 26 1 7	 24 , 7	 26,I	 25,6	 26 1 7	 25,8,	 ?5,8 27,5 2.7
14 983 30 , 6	 91 0 31 9 27 1 25 2 26 7
	 25 2 25 8 25 3 f7 7
	
,	 ,	 ,	 ,	 ^ ^^	 ,	 ^	 ,	 , .27.7 2.5
15 102o 29 ,7	 30,8	 29,7	 24,7	 25,5	 25,2	 25,2
	
26,3
	 26,3	 26, 3' 27-0 2.2	 v
w
w	 _	 i
w FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 22 June 1976	 Time 13 h. 25 min. No. Field VII
	
Crop clover
No. k-ef . Reflection coefficient (I)
chan
nel
feet.
(nm), I 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9.. I0	 mean stand.devi.at .
1 410 1,6 I,;6 1,5 1,6 1,7 1,5 I,6 I,6 I,7 1,7	 1 .6 0.1
2 438 2,1 2,0 2,0 2,1 2,0 2,0 2,1 2,1 2,1 2v I	 2.1 0.1
3 50o
2,8 2,7 2,5 . 2,8 2,7 2,6 2,8 2,6 2, 4 216	 2.7 0.1
4 530 4, 8 4,7 4,4 4,4 4,6 4, 7 5, 0 5,;0' 4 , 9 4 9 8	 4.7 0.2
5 560 6,1 6,2 6,3 6 1 I 6 9 2 6,2- 6,5 5,8 6,4: 6,4	 6.2 0.2
6 582 5,7 60 5,7 5,7 5,8 5,7 6,2 6,0 69I 6,1	 5.9 0.2
7 622 4,7 4,5 4,3 4,5 4,5 4,0 4,5 4,6 4,9 4,8	 4.6 0.2
8 657 3,5 3,7 3,5' 15 3,7 3,5 4,0 3,E 3, 7 3,8	 3.7 0.2
9 682 4,7 ' 5	 4.. 4,6 4,6, 4,9 4,9' 44 9 5,2 5,2 5,1	 5.0 0.3
10 728 24,7 23,5 22,5 23, 5 24,0 24,0 24,0 24,9 6-5,6 25 9 224.2 0.9
11 755 33; 2 31,8 32,6 30,3 '	 3I , 6 32,6 32,4 31,9 X3,'7 34 , 7' 32.5 1.2
12 866 30 ,3 v9,7 30,3 29,5 30,0 '^fl 8 30,3 31.I 1'0,5 !313, 2`30.6 1. 0
13 910 30,4 30,0 30,'3 8,'2 _ 29,9 30,7 30,7 22,2 X0,'7 33,I29.6 2.9
14 983 30,8 31,2 3I,3 29, 4 30,8 30,8 30,-8 31,5 SO, 7 33,3 31 . 4 1.3
15 1020 29,2 29 1,2 29,2 28,4 28,3 29,2 28 9 8 30,4 3I5 X0,4;29.5 1.0
i
i
	2,8 2.7
	 0.1
5, I
	
4.7	 0.2
	
6,6 =$.2
	 0.2
	
6,4 6.o
	 o.2
	
5,I X4.7
	 0.2
3,5	 3 2 8 o.4
5,2
	 5.0 0.1
27,123.7, 1.6
31.0 2.0
36 , 6.30.0 3.1
^4 r 0 1i 29.1 2.8
34,6'29 . 7 4.3
^I128,9 2..2
,
p
45FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 22 '.Tune 1976 Time 14 h. 50 mina No. Field VIII t Crop clover
No. -ef-1	 Reflection coefficient K.
than ect .
nel (nm) 1	 2	 3.	 4	 _5	 6	 79- - -._TO...deviat
1	 410 1,8	 T 9 7	 1,6	 I,7	 I,8	 [,8	 I,8	 I,7	 1,6	 1'3.7 o.s
2	 438 2 I	 2,2	 2,1	 2,2	 2,1	 2,1	 2,1	 2,1	 291	 2,3 2.2 0.1
3 50o 2,7 2,7 ?,7 2,7 2,7 217 2,6 2,5 2,6
4 530 4,4 4,9 4,9 4,8 4,7 4,4 4,7 4,6 4,6
5 56o 6,0 6,4 6,5 6,5 6,0 6 9 0 6,0 6'1 691
6 582 5,6 6,0 6,4 6,0 5,9 5,9 6,0 6,0 5,8
7 622 4,4 4,7 4,8 4,7' 4,7 4,6 4,6 4,5 496
8 657 3,5 3,3 4,4 4,4 3',7 3,7 4,1 3,7 3,5
9 682 5,0 5,2 4,8 5,0. 5,0 5,I 5,0 5,0 5,1
10 728 2I,8 23,2 24,6 X3,6 22,5 22,1 24,3 25,0 22,9
11 755 29,7 31,6 32 ,4 32,1 28,4 27,4 31,1 32,6 30,8
12' 866 21;1
-31 9 3 302,1 29,5 26 9 I_ 26 9 6 30,0 3I,3 28,4
13 910 25,7 3I,I 31,I 29,2 26,7 25,7 28,6 -31,9 27,4
W	 14 983 19,2 32,9 3I , 9 3I , 0 29,2 27,1 29,6 32,7 28, 8
15 1020 26,5 30 , 8 20,6 30, 0 26,9 26,2 27 , 33 30,ic 29,7
FIEID SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 46
w Mission Date -22 June 1976	 Time 13 h. 55 min. No. Field IX	 Crop oak woods
No. X-ef- Reflection coefficient (%^
chan-°:f e ct .
nel	 nm) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO mean stand.I( deviat .
1 410 I,7 1,3 I,5 I,3 1,4 1,5. 1,6 I,G 1,5 1,4 1.5 0.2
2 438 2,0 2,1 I,9 I,6 1,6 I,8 I,9 2,0 I,9 1,9 1.9 0,2
3 500 2;0 5 2,0 2,0 I,8 2,2 2,I 2,3 2,3 2,2 z.z
i
0.2
4 530 4.5 4,7 3,9 3'7 3,6' 3,9 ' 4,1 4 , 4 4,4 4 9 4 X4 .2 o.4
5 560 E,5 64 5,4 5,3 5,0 5,5 5,5 6,2 6,2 C,2 5.8 0.5
6 582 5,8 5,9 5,0 4,8 4,5 5,1 5,0. 5, 6 5,8 5,6 5.3 0.5
7 629 `^,4 4,5 3, r 1,5 3,2 3,6 397 3,7 4,4 3,9 g3.9 o•4
$ 657 3,I 3,2 2,8 2,6 2,2 2,6 3,I 2,8 3,5 3,2 12.9 0.4
g 682 4,2 4,2 3,8 3,4 3,2 3,8 3,9 4,4 4,2 4,2 63.9	 0.
10 728 24,3 25,4 20,0 19,6 20,5 `1,8 22,I 23,G 24,6 23,922. 6 2.1 5 d
11 755 35,3 36,1 9I,G 28,9 25,3 L2,6 34,2 35,8 95,5 35 , 033.0 3.5 n
12 866 32,1' u3,2 29,5 26,1 23,4 30,8 31,8 33,9 32,1 31,330 ..4 3.3
1 3 910 34, 9 %Q 5,3 31 ' 0 28,3 25,4 32,4 32,2 0-5,0 35,3 D3,3 32.3 3.3
14 983 34,0 34,6 31,3 x,'7 1 9 26,0 .32,9 33,7 4j5,8 93,7 v4, 232.4 3.1 ^ w
15 1020 i^r	 r1^, E-3, 9 r^2,9,6 2G,,2Q 24,2 O3[,2 +^30,8 .^i^. 3,8 11t^ 	,9 3T,5r 30.7 3„1
a'
k^
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 47
Mission pate 22 June 1976 Time 14-' h. 56 min. No. Field XII	 Crop	 unmowable steppe
No. ' -ef- Reflection coefficient ^f^
chap
nel
ect(nm) I 2 .	 _	 .3 4 5 6 7 8_ 9 J0 mean stand.
deviat.
1 410 I,8 1,5 _ t8 If8 I,8 1,8 119 1,8 18 1,8 1.8 0. 1
2 438 2,0 2,0 2,1 2,2 %, ; , 3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 2 .2 0.1
3 500 6,0 2,8 311 3,4 3,3 13,2 O,2 3,2 3,2 3,5 3.2 0.2
4 530 4,8 4$8 5,2 5,4 5,3 5 9 4_ 5,4 5 , 4 5,5 5,9 5.3 0-3	 j
5 560 6,7 6",G 7,1 ,2 7,0 7,4 7,2 7 ,2 7,4 7,3	 7.3 0.5
6 582 6,6 6,5 6,9 7,4 7,3 7,2 6,8 7,1 713 7,6	 7.1 0.4
7 629 5 ,8 5,6 5,9 0,0 6,0 5,8 5,6 5,8 6,2 6,4	 5.9 0.2
8 657 4,5 4,5 4,9 4,9 4, 7 4,9 5,1 5,1 4 ,1 7 5,I
	
4.8 0.2
9 682 5,6 5,8 G,I 6,^^ 6. I 6,2 6,0 - 6j Gli 6,2	 6.2 0.2
10 728 21,8 2I,'7 22,6 21,4 22,3 24,7 23,8 24,I 23,2 23,8 22.9 1.2 d
td
ci11 755 25,9 25,4 26 1 6 w5,0 25,9 27,6 29,2 27,9 28,7 29,2 27.1 1.6
12 866 26,3 26,3 26,6 25,4 27,9 29,7 29,2 263 , 7 27,6-6 27, 1 27.5 1.4: h a
13 910 25,3 25,0 25,7 25,3 26,1 29,3 28,6 27,5 26,7 26,7 .26.6 1.5 b1 938 2C^ , 5 26 1 5 25 2 26,5 30,0 30 , 0 ;28 ,'r` 19, 2 28 , 5 28 , 5 28. 0 1.5 
15 1:020 26,9 27,2 28,8 28,8 2-2, 5 3I ,'7 330, 4 0,0,1 2o--,6 29,6 29.2 1.4
tj
w'
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREME14TS /48
CO
Mission	 Date 22 June 1976 Time 15 h. 10 min.	 No. Field XI= Crop unmowable steppe
No. k-efd
chanifect.
Reflection coefficient
mean stand.
nel (nm) 1	 2 3 4	 5	 6	 7 8	 9 10	 deviat.
1	 410	 '1, 4 ,6 1 -5 1	 1,6	 1	 1,6 1,5	 1,6 1.6	 o.1
2 438 I,8 T, 8 291 2,I 2,0 2,1 2,0 2,0 2,1 2,0 2.0 0.1
3 500 2,5 2,6 3,0 2,8 S'I 2,7 2,7 3,0 3,0 3, 1 2.8 0.2
4 530 4,4 416 5,1 5,2 1 5 , 1 4,9 4,8 4,9 5,3 51, 5 5.0 0.3
5 56o C, 3k,6 790 7,0 6,7 6,7 7,0 8 7,5 7 2 6.9 0 .3
6 582 5,8 0'1 U14 6,8 6,4 6,4 6,6 6.1 4 6,9 7j1 6.4 0.4
7 629 4,8 5,0 5,6 51G 5,3 5 ,3 5,5 5,5 5, 6 5,8 5.4 0.3
8 657 4,3 4,5 4,9 5'1 4,7 4,7 4,5 4,5 5,3 M 4.7 0.3
9 682 5,3 5,1 5,8 6,0 5,6 5,6 5,7 5t6 5,8 5,8 5.6 0.3
10 728 22,0 21,7 23,5 23,5 21 9 7 22,4 23 ,1 22,4 23,5 23,5 22.7 0.8
11 755 27,1 27,3 28,9 29,7 28,4 27,6 27,6 27,1 29,5 28, 9 28.2 1.0
12 866 26,7 27 s 6 28,9 30,0 28,6 28,3 28,9 28,4 2,1-^, 7 PS, 9 28.5 0.9
13 gio 24, 19 25,6 28,0 27,5 26,6 26,3 26,6 26,3 27,3 27,8 26 . 7 1.0
14 938 26,9 X7,0 283,8 29,6 28,1 28,1 28,5 20, 5 -	 31'x,0 29,6 28.4 1.2
15 102o 26,8 27,8 29,1 30,7 28,8 29,4 429,4 29,1 ;; , 4 3110 29.9 1. 3 to
FIEID SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 49
Mission	 Date 22 June 1976 Time 15 h., 05 min.	 No-. Field X	 Crop steppe pasturable
No. X-ef- Reflection coefficient	 o)
Chan
nel
ect .
(nm) I 2 3 5 6 '( 9 10
mean stand,
deviat .
1 410 1,9 19 1,9 1,9	 - 19- I 9 9 1,9 1,9 1,9 199 1.9 0.0
z X 38 ^	 ,2 ` 2 I 2,I 2,I 2,I 2,I 2,I 291 2,2 2^^ 2.1 0. 1
3 500 r.3,3
f	 r
3 2
^
3,3 3,2
r	 r
3,3 3,0 2,9
r
3 0 3,0
^
3,7 3.2 0.2
I
4 530 593 5,3 5,:4 5,4 5,5 5, 3 5,3` 5,1 5,4 5,9 5.4 0.2
5 560 _G,8 6,7
?,1 791 ,7^1 7,0 6,7 '7,L 7,1 7 , 6	 ' 7 . 0 0.3
6 582 6,6 6,4 7,0 6,6 6,8 695 6,6 7,0 7,0 795 6.8 0.3
7 629 5,9 594 5,9 5,7 690 5,3 596 5,6 6,0 692 5.8 0,3
8 657 4,9 4,7 5,3
5,3 5 1 I 4,9 5,I 5,3 55 5,5 5.2 0.3
g 682 , 5,8 C; ,O u,3 6,3 6,0 6,0 5,8 6,2 G,2 G 7 6.1 0.3
10 728 22,9 22,9 23,2 22 9 5 23 9 9 2ij 23,2 22 9 5 23, 2 22,2 22.8 0.8
11 755 28,1
r,	 r26,3 26, 3 r 4n t,8 1n7,6 29,9 27,3 27,1 26,3 26,3 27.3 1_t 0
12 866 26,6 27,6 26,6 27,6 2'7,3 29,9 27,3 2-7,3 2790 26,3; 27,4 1.0 ci
13 910 24,9 2'5,6 25,4 25,1 26,3 27,5 26,3 26,3 26,3 25,4 25.9 0.8 t
14 983 27,1 27,1 &"6  , 3 26,7 27 , 8 28,8 r7,8 28,5 27,8 2'7 , 1 27 , 5 0.8
15 102o 26,8 27,1 2599 27 9 7 28,0 28,6 27,8 28,9 27,7 28,G 27 . 7 0.9
w ^
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 	 50
Mission Date 22 June 1976 Time 15 h. 01 min. No. Field XIV Crop steppe mowable
No. k-ef- Reflection coefficient M
char
nel
ect .
(nm) I 2 3 4 5
w
G
m _
	 -
7
_...
31
,_	 .
9- IO mean stand.`.deviat.
1 4!10. 1 , 7 1,6 1,6 197 I,6 1,7 1,7 1,3 1,7 1,9 0.11.7
2 438 2 , 1 2,0 290 2,0 2,2 2,1 2,2 2,2 2,3 2 , 3 2.1 0.1
3 500 3,0 2,8 3,0 -,? 3,I 2, 3 3,0 ,2 3 , 0 3,2 3.0 0,2
4 53o 5,0 4,9 5,I 5,1 5,1 593 5,5 5 7 7 5,4 5,3 5.2 0.2
5 560 6,8 7,0 6,° 7,3 7,3 7,0 7,5 7,3 7,S Y9 5 7;2 0.2
6 582 6 ,4 G,6 6,9 6601 6$9. 6,s r7,2 7,2 7,0 7,4 k7. 0 0.2
7 629 5,7 `^ 5,6 G,0 5,7 ,'^ 6,I 69:3 5, `7 0,3
,5,9 0.3
8 657 4,9 4,8 5,1 5,1 5,;^ 4,9 %E,9 4,9 5,1 5,I w 5.o 0.2
5G u0 (''1 9 G0 60 6? r;5 F> 1 G 7,'9 682 , , >, , , , -, , ,	 6.1 0.3
0
10 728 21,4 22,0 2I , 4. 2L,? 23,'7 23,7 ;: 3 , 7 7 23,4 25 , 4 23.2 1. 3 W^o
11 755 ?G , 9 27,2 25 i 9 26,9 29,1 E'° , T 28,9 29,1 31,5 32 , 3 28.9 2.1 d
12 866 28,2 26,6 255 1 2 26,G 29,5 29,0 23,5 29,E 30,G 31,7 28.6 2.0
13 910 70,6 24, 9 ` 24,1 25,3 28,2 23,4 27,6 27,8 28,E r0,2:27.3 2.0
H
14 983 27, 5 2 , 3 25,4 26,0 28,4 29, G 28 $ 4 28,4 30,2 LO, 5' 28. 1 1.8
15 1020 26,7 29,2 1« 4 2J, o_C,O 31,0 31,0 31,0 .31,0 32, 6 ;30. 1.z h
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 	 151
Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time 12 h 25 min. No. Field II Crop winter wheat
No. k-ef	 Reflection coefficient K
than
nel
ect.
( nm) I 2 3 4 5 0 7 8
__e
9
mean
10
stana.
cleviat .
1 410 2,2 2,3 2,3 2,2 2,
11
2,4 2,6 2 9 3 2 9 4 2,4	 2.4 o.1
2 438 2,8 298 2,8 0, 0 3,0 3,0 3,2 3, ? 393 3, 0	 3.0 0.3
3 500 4,6 4,5 5,1 5,5 5,5 5,7 5,4 5,7 5,4 591	 `` 5.3 0.4
4 530 6,0 6,0 690 6,3 6,0 697 6,3 u,7 6, 7 694	 6 ' 3 0.3
5 560 7,0 6,6 6,6 6,7 699 '7,6 7,4- , 7 9 5 7,6 7, 4 	
° 7.1 o.4
6 582 596 5,8 6,0 598 ;90 6,3 693 6,3 6,3 6,2 e6.1 0.2
7 629 5,1 590 592 59I ,2 5 2 5,4 5,8 5,4 5,2	 5.3
4.6
0.2
8 657 4 1 6 4,3 :A^3 500 49 5,0 5,2 4,6 4,2 4,2 1
0.3
o
5.1 0.2 ,9 682 4 , 9 29, 52, '17-, 49, 5,2 54, V1 ,I J,4, 5, Z
1. 510 728 1 8,7 I9,0 7:9,2 l£^,7 I9,2 ='I, I8,'7 I1,7 23,4 20,019.7
11 755 24,1 ti4 9 0 20,1.E 19,8 21,0 24,1 19,4 22,4 23,5
22.1
22,4:
1.?
t	 4a^ :y
12 866 27 9 4 26,0 26,2 26 , 4 26 , 4 29,0 26 9 .) 25,1 30,3
27. 1
17 ,
 7 ''
1.5
1 3 9 10 r28,1 ^^!;26 9 0 r`,,fi2,I 26,5 O	 [_2.x,5 `2 ,0 s.?	 c29,.E n^ "'^^,3 ^^% 5K, 29.5^'^5- 1.8 ^ 
114 983 2E ^ 3 2U 0, 26 , 6• %^^ ,6 25 , 4 .	 ^-2..^,4 28 ,3 ,;;(^9F^2 '- .T4;V r	
^	 27.8
2f,^
1.8
31 .3 1.81s 1020 r• Q
1 
(3 r2() t,y0,1; 1-1nf^J,^ rX 0,9 r	 .r^.0,U C'- ')' 2-,.) r31,3 34,8 n30,6
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS	 52
Mission Date 23 Iuly 1976 Time 12 h. 15 min. No. Field IV Crop corm
No. A of-.	 Reflection coefficient
chan fect . 1	 2	 3	 4 	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 mean stand.
nel (nm)	 :^ ._ 	 ^,.	 ^,.^.	 ^..	 deviat
1	 410 .2,7	 2,8	 2,5	 2,7	 2;,3	 _2 4	 3,0	 3,1	 3,2	 2'4 2.7 0. 3
z	 X38 
3,0	 3,0	 2,9	 2,9	 2,6	 ^ ,g	 3,1	 3 , 2	 3,6	 2,6 3.0 0.3
' 
3	 500 3,7	 3,8	 3,6	 3,8	 3 2	 3,8	 4,0	 4,0	 ,,,4	 ,3 3.8 0.3
4	 530 A,2	 4,l	 4,1	 4,3	 4,1	 4,8	 4,4	 4,5 _ 4 , Y7	 4,3 4.4 0.3
5	 560 4,7	 4,'5	 5,1	 4,9	 4,2	 4,9	 5,I	 493	 5,3	 4, 5 4.8 0. 3 	i
6	 582 ,8 	 4,9	 t8	 4,8	 4,	 499	 1,9	 5,2	 523	 4,3
 
'4,8 0.3
7	 629 4,2	 M	 4,3	 4j	 3,2	 3,8	 4,2	 4,4	 4,6	 3,9 4.1 0.
8	 657 3,8
	
4,3
	
4,8	 4 9 3,	 3,6	 4,0	 4 ,3	 4,3	 5,3	 3,4 4.2 0.6
g	 682 416	 4,6	 416	 4,6	 3,6	 3,9	 4,'7	 4;5	 4,0	 3,7 4,3 0.4
10 728 12 9 1 	 I2,I	 I2,I	 13,1	 15, 2 	 16,2	 15,2	 12,1	 10,6	 14,2;13.3 1.8 ^
11 755 13 9 6	 I3,6	 14,4	 14,4	 I6,6	 21,7	 16 1 1	 I3,6	 13,2	 20,3 15.8 3.0
12 866 14,8	 I4,8	 I6,9	 10,5	 15,0	 22,I	 I6,9	 I5,4	 I5,6	 20,4 16.8 z.5
13 910 14,5	 I4 9 6	 17,4	 17,0	 I7,2	 22,5	 18,7	 16,2	 I5 1 7	 I9,9 17.4 2.5
14 983 17, 5
	
I7 , 3
	
20,0	 19,5	 I,2 i 26, 0	 20,8	 20,6	 18, 8 	 22 9 9' 20.5 2.6	 5
15 1020 19,I
	
20,0	 20,2	 2I,7	 20,3	 25,4	 21,7	 20,3	 21,5	 21,5 21,2 1.7	 ^°
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 23 ,July 1976 Time 12 h. 20 min. No. Field V Crop spring wheat
No. k-efA Reflection coefficient (^^
chap
nel
fect
(nm)
T 2 3 A
5 -	 -
6
7
6 9 IO mean stand.deviat.
1 410 I,96 I,'7 2;1 1 ,8 I,7 1,3 2,1 . 2,3 2,1 2, 1 2.0 0.2
2 438 1,9 2,1" 2,1 %,T 1,9 2,1 2,4 2,4 2,7 2,4 2.2 0.3
3 500 2,6 3,5 2,3 2,3 2,5 2,9 3,2 2,7 2,9 3, 2 2.9 0^3
530
,5 3,5 3,6 3,3 3,1 3,5 3,9 3,6 400 4,0 , 3.6 0.3
5 560
6 582
3,5 3,8 3,9 3 '7 3,5 4,0 4,5 4,2 4,4 4,4 .4.0 0.4
2, X2,4 2,4 2,4 2,3 2,4 2,3 2,0 2,3 2,8
2.5 0.2
7 629
8 657 2'7
2,6 2'9 2,7 2,9 2,7 2,9 2,9 3,1 :_,1 2.9 0.2
682 I,u 2,1 1,6 2,1, 1,5 2,0 -11,8 I,3 1,8 2,I 1.9 0.29
2,4 2,3 2,5 2,7 2,5 2,4 2,'7 2,7 3,0 2,8 2.6 0.2
10 728
11 755
iImo, ^3 14 , 8 I4,3 T5, 4 r	 , rI3 l ,8I4 c3 ?,rI0 1 (^	 I5, 1 T^ T6, .1^^	 5^' 15.6 1.7
19,2 24,1 24,1 20,5 19,2 23,2 1 23,0 21,0 23,6 21,0 22.0 2.0
12 866
3,8 28,1 28 ,-1 22,3 x'2,3 26 0 20,3 23,8 28,I 25,8 25.7 z.5
13 910
23,5 29,T 22'0,4 25,8 22,8 2u,0 27,7 25,5 23,4 20,2 26.5 2.4
14 983
26 (3 30,5 3I,4 26,6 23,7 20,8 30,8 26,4 31,0 23,7; 28.3 2.6
15 1020 22,9 r	 r25,1 r1,1 23.,c
'
'
r;	 ! > 7 r231,(3 2'4 ,2 22, /
r
Fr^,^^ 24,3, 24.3 2.0
W
.a
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 54
Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time 10 'h.	 10 min. No	 Field VII	 Crop clover
No. -ef- Reflection coefficient (/)
chap
nel
fect.
(nm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9
mean
10	 r"y^
stand.
deviat.
1 410 3,5 2,9 2;9 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,2 3,L 2,4 	 3,2 o.
1 2 438 4,0 3,5 3,8 4,4, 4 1 2 4,2 4,L 3,7 3,4 39I	 3.8 0.4
3 50o 4,8 3,9 4,4 5,3 4,5 4,9 5,1 4,8 4,5 3,6	 4.6 0 ,5
530 5,S 5,0 4,8 5,3 5,3
5,2 5'8 5,5 5 ,0 4,4	 5.2
F
o.
5 560 5,8 5,0 5,5 8,7 5,6 5,8 5,9 5,7 4,0 4,5	 5.8 1.1
6 582 rl 3,2 3,9 3,9 3,9 3,7 3,8 3,7 3,I 2,8 `'3.6
I
o.4
629 4,4 3,9 3,9 4,7 4,7 4'3 4,6 41 7 4,2 3 ,3	 4.3 0.5
8 657 .4, 2 3,4 3,4 4,2 4,2 4,2 4,4 3,6 3,6 3,9	 3.9 0.
9 682 5,9 5,2 5,4 G,3,2 6,2 6 9 2 5,9 5 9 2 4131 5,7 0.6
10 728 - 21 , 2 ' 18,1 20,4_ 2T,2 19,8 19,2 18,1 19,8 21,2 18,i 19.8 1'..2
11, 755 26,9 24,4 27,6 24,9 25,9 23,4 25,9 24,9 27,6 23,4z5 5 1. 6 	i
12 866 ^7 ^T,^
2 28 , 6, ` 8Z	 ^ I 28 I, 27 I 28 7, 29 0, 28 I 24 90'	 ;27.6 1.2	 a:
13 910 29,3 28,9 29,9 32,8 32,5 32,3 3I,I 30,1' 29,3 27,3 30.4 1.8
1^ g83^2,2 32,6 33,4 ;34,4 3'7,I 34,6 30,6 ' 34,4 S3 9 2 30 5
 '	 34.0 1.8
15 1020 31,0 3I,2 32,2 2-3,5 32,0 32 1 7 X32,7 31,5 3018 x7;9 '31.5 1 .6
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time 11 h, 50 min. No. Field IX Crop oak woods
	 155
No. -ef-j	 Reflection coefficient (1%)
chap fect
nel (nm) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 G 9 I0	 mean stand.
deviat
1 410 I,9 1,8 I,7 L,8 1,7 I 97 2,0 I ' s 1,9 1,6
'1.8 o.1
2 438 2 ' I 2'2 2,1 2'2 23 2,I 2,2 I,8 2,1. 1 ,9 2.1 0.1
3 500 2,8 f,8 2s2 M 2,7 2,0 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,2 2.4 0.3
4 530 4,2 4,2 4,2 4,3 4,5 4,0 4,6 3,7 4,0 4,0.2 0.3
5 56o 5, 4 5,4 5,0 596 5,6 5,0 
f
5,0 A'S 5,0 4,8	 5 .2 0.3
6 582 4,9 4,6 4,4 •1,6 59I 4 1 6 4,4 4,2 4,0 318 4.5 0.
7 729 3 , 7 '; , 7 4,2 3 , 7 4,5 3,7 ' 391 3,7 ;0,'7 3 '7
'	 3.8 0.3
8 657 17 2,r7 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 1,9 2,3 I99 :1,O a 2.2 0.3
9 682 4,2 4,r 4,I 4,5 4,1 018 3,8 4,1	 . g ,8 3,8	 4.o 0.2
10 728 28,8 27,2 2'7,8 u0,6 31, I. 23 9 8 29,4 26,,6 2G, I 25, 6? 28.2 1.9
11 755 X5,7 3	 ,0 87,8 X9,6 ^b,6 3-3 5,'7 ^?0,0 ^^	 ,0 X4,2 ;x,6
'35.4 3.0
12 866
13 910 ^;;	 ,:t ,5,8 40,0 41,0 ^J7,4 34 ,8 40,8 33,G ::3,8 '214- 2.9
14' 983 ;.:5,4 l'=.,5,0 1119,0 &/j, 0 $4 ,1 39,0 33,0 U6,5 33,6 35.4 2.6
15' 1020 5, 4 3G , 3(^ 2 .^'1, rl `;t^, 2 35, ^^ ,.'7 ,'f :-,0, 0 .o, a :3, a 35.1 2,
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
rn Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time 11 h. 30 min. No. Field XIV Crop mowable steppe
kNo.
char
-ef-feet Reflection coefficient (/^
nel (nm) I 2 3 4 5 6 `7 8 9 IO mean stand. €
deviat.
1 ' 410 2,0 1,8 1,8 T,7 2,0 2,0 1- 9 9 1,8 1,8 1,8 1.9 0.1
2 438 2,3 2,0 109 210 2,I 212 2,I 2,1 2,I 1,9 2.1 0.1
3 500 3,6 3,7 306 3,6 3,6 - 3,7 3,9 33 3,6 S,3 3.6 0.2
4 530 5,6 5,2 5,5 5,6 5,5 5,8 {,3 5,6 5,2 5,3 5.5 0.2
5 560 17,1 6,7 5 6,9 6,9 791 6,9 6,.7 6,3 6,3 6,7 0,3
6 582
'7' t o G, 6,0 6^5 6,3 7t0 7,2 6,5 6,3 6,5 6.6 o.
7 629 6,3 G,1: 6,I 6,3 6,0 6,8 0,3 5,8 5,3 5,8 6.1 o.4
8' 657 3,& 3,8 ,5 3,1 3,x 3, 5 3 , 5 3,1 2,7 3,1
	
'' 3
,3 o.4
9' 682 5,2 6,2 6,2 62 6 ,9 '7,2 C},6 612 6,2 6,2 6,3 0.5
10 728
33,9 ; 2-60 26,6 25,5 - 25,5 24,4 24,4 r„6,6 25 1 0 25,5' 26.3 2.8
11 755 r	 o34 2 8 31,8' r	 '1.^I 8 ,.^I,.3 I}	 jSI,8 29,6. 1^	 '30 . 8' 1^00 , 4 29,6 1l-D3,4. 3_	 , : 6 1.6 ^
12 866 d 
^
"3,6 31,4 3:",9 31,8 3I,4 29,6- 31,4 .^0,5 30,0 X3,5' 31.7 1.
13 910
` 2,I 32,0 Lr,2,0 33,3 33,3 x;0,23 ,2 33,4 32,2 -,5 ,'7 32.6 1.4
d
14 983 30,0 3I,3 , 32,0 32,5 32,5 30,3 31:,3 32,0 30,8 32, 5. 31.6 0.9 tp- C'15 1020 IO,U ;36t8 r x` ,0 '2,3 30, x7 30,`'7 o0,'7 co,307 ;'0,`7 32,31 31,9 1.9
-i
O
b
O r3
'Ia
-P
5
w^
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS	 157
Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time 11 h. 40 min. No. Field XIII Crop	 unmovable steppe
No. k-ef- 1 Reflection coefficient (f
chap
nel
ect.
(nm) I` '^ 3 4
c5 6 r7 r^:^ 9 CO mean stand.deviat.
1 410 I,9 I_,9 119 -I:,9 2,1 I,9 1,6 I,9 1,9 I,G 1.9 0.2
2 438 2,4 ,r 2,Z 2,3 2,3 2,3 fi, 9 2,1 2,2 2,I £ 2.2 0.1
3 500 4,7 3 I 3,9 3,4 3,7 ,/1 3,0 3, 4 ^ I 3,:31 3.4 0.3
S30 41, 8 5,2 5,3 5,6 5,6 ) 5,2 5,6 5,3 4,3 `"; 5.3 0.3
5 560 6,9 6,2 6,2 6,7
6.17 61? 6,2 5,8 6,2 6,21 6.4 0.3
- 6 582 G , rj 6,7 6,3 G,5 E,7 0,3 6,3 6,0 6,0 6,3 6.4 0,3
7 629 '7 1 4 G,3 5,8 5,8 5,8 5,0 5,8 5,8 5,5 5^5 5.9 , 0.6
8 657 r r	 5 3 I 5 5 2 7 I , I 3 5 3 5$ 3, 3 0 3
tt
9 682 6 1 G 5,19 5,5 6-'	 2 5,9 4,8 U'6 6,2 5,9 6 9 2 _ '6.o 0.5
10 728
-95, 0 ' 22,8 ^2^5,0 26,I -)4,4N 2'^'",^^^	 r 23 9, 2••^ .,4 `1	 ,tit 8 `^^.r,^; 24.4 1.4 ti^ ^
11 755 29,1 r'7,c^ :^0,4 33,5 23^,,. 38,3 30,0 r28, 4 ` r1,3 28,:^ 3 0.6 3.3
12 866 30,7 3I,4 31,8 33,9 ,^3,2 37;5 3I,4 .29,3 2'7,9 28,E 31. 6 2.8
13 910 U, 5; r . ..^I,9 r	 5p 0, ^ r	 rl 8X4,0 v ^_ 1.' , ,0 r',^I,O r'^T,2
^
29,3
^
u3,8 32. 3 3 . 3
ro
.7 ^
14 983
,5 2g^ rj 32,8 3.0,6 36,6 29,'7 ;S0,6 2	 , 4 . -97 , 5 30.5 2.7 M'M15
1020 ;.>s^, X0,0 r,.^I',5 r,	 r^^,^ 31,5 X5,4 r,50,8 r :X0,0 r	 r27,1 r27 , j 30.9, z.z
Mission Date 23 July 1976	 Time 10 h. 00 min. No. Field III	 Crop	 corn
No. -ef-f, Reflection coefficient
than- 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 0 JO	 mean stand.
nel
( ecj ..Z
nm deviat.
1 410
`.,,3 2,7 2',4 2,9 2,7 2,6 2,6 2,0 2,3 2,^	 ''2.6 0.2
z 438> 30 3,0 2,8 3,1 3,0 3,1 310
`I'0 219 2,9i 3.0 0.1 k
3 500'1 , 3,8 , ,5 3,5 4,I' 3,5 3',9 3,8 4,0	 3.7 0.2
4 530 4,1 ,g 3, 3, 4,0 3,9 4,3 ^',2 11,3 4,0	 4.0 0.2
5 560 4,5 4,5 4,4 41G 4,6 4,6 .1,,7 4,4 4,7 _4o5 X 4.6 0.1 
6 582 A,9 4"S 4,3 4,6 4, 5 4,5 4,3 4,2 4,6 . 4,2	 4 .5 0 .2
7 629 4,3 4^ 4 4,2 4,3 41 3 4,3 4,4 4,1 ^ ,I ^_^5	
.3 0 .1
8 657 4,1 4,1 4,1 4,2 4,5 4,1 5,3 4,1 4,5 4,9	 4.4 0.4
9 682 4 F^, 4,0 4,3 4,1 4,3 4,3 4,0 4,3 4,6 1 4.4 0.2
10 7z8 `12t II^o 13 7 13,7 13,'7 12,0 13,'7 14 ,9 14,I _f_2,<	 3, 3 1.0
11 755 I3 6 T/1	 '7 1 ^ G 15,8 IM IG , 4 IG , 0 16, , 9 16 , 9 _CG ,	
16. 2 1. 3 +;
12 866 14,5 15 , 4 r11,2 16,0 "17,7 ,zIGsS -,R r	
i-5I7, 17,9 r	 ^-17,^^ 1b.7 1 .0 .
13 910 14, (3 14,3 15,6 15,3 15,G 15,1 15,6 16,0 Iu,3 , 15,h 15 . 4 0.7 C
14 983 T7,5 :L'7, I3E; L8, 13,G Z, 2 1:3,5 19, 5 19, 5 1:	 ,3` 18.4 0.7;
15 ,-
,C) 0,51020'
r`
21,4 21,4 %^^J-,b 21,0
' r	 fi b
'^,^
^'^J ,;^,G 7 T	 C'	 1, 6r i ,Ui2 1 . 1
E
FIEIID SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 59
Mission Date 23 July 1976 Time	 9 h. 40 min. No. Field VI' Crop spring wheat
No. X-ef- Reflection coefficient (^)
chap ' fect
.I 2 3 tl 5 'J ^; 9 10	 mean stand.
nel, (rim) deviat.	 i
1 410 2,3 2,5 2^F, I,3 2,5 2,6 ^,5 2 ,3 2,5 2,9	 z.
1
0.3
2 ?438 > , 7 26 2,6 2,4 2,6 2,'7 2,'7' 2,6 2,7 2,,3	 z,b o.1
_3 500 3,1 3,0 2,8 2,9 s, 0 3,2 3,,2 3,2 3,0 2,7	 j.o o.z
4 53°	
-^,6 3,5 3,4 3,4 3,'7 3,7 3,7 3 ,4 3,4 3,2.3.5 o.z
5 560 3,9 3,9 X1,0 3,7 3 9 4,0 4,3 39.7 3,9, 3,'t F 3.9 o.z
6 582 2,7 2,8 2,9 2,8 3,0 3,0 28 2,9 2.8z2,6 0.1
7 629 ^ ,3 2,7
2 ) -t8%,8 2,3 3,1 2,8 2,8 2,5 29r1	 2.8 0.1
8 657 2 , 4 1,8 .,,6 2,2 2,2 2 5 2 1,6
,_2,f 2,4 ,	 2.1I,U 0.3
9 682 2,6 2 .,6 2,3 r2 ,5 2,6 2,7 ,^^,0 9 ,.;G 2. 72,6 0.2
10 728
15,v 18,5 15,0 13,5 15,0 15,0 15,6 15,0 12,1
`14.9
13,5
1. 7
11 755
2161 43,2 20,'.`1 21,4 12,5 24 5 23,2' 22,5 23,2 23,2 22.8 2.0	
i
12 O866
rc:, ( r`,G,0 r^r_•	 ^_^,^,3 n	 ^-2L,J ,^^4^,6 r',2J,<^ Y21,1 r...6,U
r
2J,2 -..2,	 6, 1^^,8
G1.2
13 910
02'7,5 2)5,9 ^B,F^ 2!x,'7 25,7 21,-),G 27,1 47,1 25,9 26.32,1,0; 1.3
14 -983 26.5 1.0
ZI , 8 25,8 28,5 ^, l , 0 28' , J ; 7 , 0 .^u , 5 2i 2 16 ; ,^ , 0
15
_
1020
r-Ir
	 r1,2 r^L^,£3 fr1,U Tryr,,^,,0 ,-,	 5r3,,^ fir+'^^,U 25,0 r .G;^^ 25;..,^ 'l	 2	 :.2,.,I,U	 5 1.8
1
O
Mission	 Date 23 July 1976	 Time'9 h. 35 min. No. Field I	 Crop winteT wheat
No. of- 1 Reflection coefficient_O
chan^ect. I 2 3 11 5 (^ 'I u, ^ _CU	 mean stand.
1 410	 2,6" 21 2,5 2'? 2,7 2,5 '4 2,5 2,7 2.6 0.1
2 438 3,2 ,6 3,3 3,4 «;2 3,I .::,0 X3)0 0,4 3,2	 3.2 0.2
3 50o 	 5,0 Ili,9 416 4,3 ,3 5,0 4,4 ;1,6 4,6 <!,2	 4.8 0.2
4 Sao. 0,4 626 5,U u,0 5,6 0,_3 6,I ci,0 -0,6 5, 7	 6.1 0.4
5 56o _7,1 rr,6 U26 619 7,0 Y1,3 c., G b'7 6j7 7,3	 7,0 0.3
6 582 ,6,2 6 2 0 0,2 5,0 15,3 0,0 5,7 5,6 (,0 5,4 5.9 0.3
r! 629 5,6 C. 3 5,.8 5,? 5,,5 5,8 'j,4 '.)'4 `),U _5,0	 5 . 6 0.3
-C.i 65rf.	 6, r.^' 5.,5 (1 ,5 5,5 a7.,^ (.,0 _	 ,i ,V 6 0 c,J j5,6 0. 7
9 682 5, '5 ' C' 4.;^3 4^,I	 ' S.I 5,4 5,0 X1,3 0 4,6 '5.1 0.3
10
728 .21 23,6 20,5 23,5 20,5 22,4 19,E 21,3 21,3 1	 ,0;22.0 2.2
11 755	 27 29,0 28,0 28,5 29,0 F23,0 25,0 228,0 110,,5 25,027. 7 1.6
12 866	 r ,ter' Y'3 -	 ! ",r, ^i ,ul,O r :<15, :'^ I , O, Hwy_	 ,^ .IU r	 r') ,^'U0 "-	 ,:.GO ,; 6 ,`UU 29^,^,031 -1 2.1
13 910	 3? X5,7 3I U ^=;3,0 1;2,0 :3	 ,5 2{J, O, ►J 24,U 31,031.9 i.9
14 983	 3 20,0 29,5 "3.x,5 2-19,5 v0,0 f7,5 ,0 x,2,0 ;-'0,030.2 1.6
15 1020.r r^^.,., r	 ,u^ ^ 2c^ U{	 , .^^ J,5 ^ ^ 028, '	 i ^,5 23,5 f "^D,0 v^	 L,0 r:/ ',{..	 ,,29. 0 2.1
C '^1
zo
r
ry
wO
tj
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 61
Mission Date 23 July 1976	 Time ,9 h. 20 min. No. Field VIII' Crop clover
No. X-ef- 1 Reflection coefficient (/)
Chan
nel
fect r
(nm^ 1 2 ^' ^} `^ C '7 ^^ 9 10	 mean stand.deviat.
1 410 r `,^ r',1 2,0 2,3 2,4 :,4 2 , 1 -.,, 4 2,S	 2.4 0.2
2 438 2,8 2,8 2,6 2,5 2,7 3,1 2 ,7 2,6 2,7 2,8 	 2.8 0.2
3 500 3,0 3,3 2,9 2-9-8 U13 4,0 0,3 3,3 3,3 0,6	 3,3 0,3
4 530 4,0 3,3 2,5 3,7 3,8 3,5 4,0 4,0 3,8 3,9	 3.7 0.5
5 560 9 4,2 4,1' 3,8 4,3 11,0 4,0 J. ^1,tk 4,3	 4.1 0.2
6 582 2,9 2,9 2,9 2,9 2,0 2,9 3,0 ?,1 3,2 3,1 a 3.0 0.1
7 629 2,3 2,3 /1,0 2,8 3,0 2,9 3,0 3,1 3,3 X3,2 ^ 3.1 o.4
8 65 7 ^..r, 8 r2, 8 r"2, 5 2, 8 2,5 Y1,,, ;1 2, 2 Y 13,1 f2, 8 3,1 ^ z.8 0.3
9 682 0,1 2 "9 '3,1
o
^3,1 3,1 2,'7 2,9 3,0 '13,1 2,^	 3.0 0.1
10 728 20,2 16,5 25,G 15' -[ ,2 21,9 7.9,E 1'1,3 x'1,9 20, 2 21 ,2920,5 2.6
11 755 r-f-
,,1,5
r'	 flt^,o S 12^,0 r- 91..,0 Y`... G2r'	 ^ !ti^,I
r, 
C	 C7^.^,^ ^.^ ,T r	
t,
^,t7	 1 "? a	 7 •^.X0, .
12 866 r.
u0, r"0,3 r.31,x- f^ 	 i8).C,9 S-0 X +'r229,E t-S0,2 r,2' - Z^7	 r.^r,'1 r^rt	 r	 1.2.-3,7 3 1. 3
13 910
u2,I1,.^ ,f,4 C,^ ^;0,. ^•0,^; 3-1.,p "3,`7 >11,0 32.1 1•3	
,
14 983
,r; r'	 ,. i
-0 3 r^ r	 r_a r	
w
T	 '. t, r> n r 1	 .. r r- 	• r-.0	 4 r. 1 I I-'	 3.3.3 2	 0
r
1.4
Y	 15 1020
r f}	 G =,r	 5 rr r>•,	 r r,' r,:	 r 02, 5 !A, 9 `` it ;rl	 333,1 1.0
{
Mission i)ate y September i ,)-((D 'rime 14.	 n. 14 min. no. iviej-u umop -Ta.L.Low -LancL
No. k-of-t Reflection coefficient NO
chan-fect. i 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 JO	 mean stand.
nel (nm) deviat.
410 S' , 3	 ,r:3 3,/ 3,4 8,6 3,3
-
-,1 4 ^^^	 3.3 0.1
2 438 0 4,1 4,3 4,0 3,9 11,0 3, Li 9 4.03 ,7 0.2
3 500
'1,4
5,0 4,(,- 11,8 5,0 4,2 4,2 4,2 4,0 41 2; 4.5 o.4
4 530
.,8 4,4 4 4,4 4 4,G 1 4,1 4,1 4.44,4: 0.2
5 56o 5,4 5,7 510 55,,5 5,4 5,0 5,0 5,2 5 1,9	 5-3 0.2
6 582
5, G,I 5 , 8 6,5 6, 1 5, 9 5 , 5 5 , 5 5 ,;D 5 ,9	 5 . 9 0.3
7 629 (3, 8 6,3 G ' I 6,u (138
r cl
5,7 5, 7 G,3 6.36, 3 o.4
8 657 Y7 , r1 7,2 2 0,2 8,2 7, 2 N "IG cl, 3 7,2 I? ^7-36 o.6
9 682 1() ,0 10 p 8 10,5 11,0 10 1 5 10,0 0,3 ^j, 1 n9 ,0 k 1 	
10.00 , L, 0.7
10 728
10,5 12,0 10,9 12,0 10,9 10,9 9,8 10,4 IO, q 10.9I0, 4E 0.7
11 755 10 12,5 10,8 12,2 -10,8 9 s 9 9,9 10,910,8 0.9
12 866
12, 4 I^3, 5 12,4 "114 n10 , 13 12 , 3 I --) 0 1.1,4 Iri, 8
12.6
12, 1
0.8
13 910
J- ,a,6ri1- 117); , G 13,'  , 12,3 12, 3 11,0 11
-	
Y " 12-7
-1 1? 1
0.9
14 983
PI ' s 1 41, 5 115 0 r,
14.9 o.9
1020
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC NIFASUREMENTS
Mission	 Date 9 September 1976 Time 12 h. 58 min. No. Field IV	 Crop corn
No Reflection coefficient (L^
chan
net
ect.
(nm^ I '^ 5 G
rl 9 I0 mean stand.deviat.
1 410 1,9 2 1 I 2,1 r;,1 2,0 2,`I ?,I L,9 . z.o o.s'
2 438 2,1 2,1 2,1 2,2 2,1 2,2 2,1 2,1 2,0 2,1 2.1 0.1
3' 500 V,I 3,0 0'1 3,2 3,41 3,2 3,0 ;3,1 3,1 3,3 3.1 0.2
4 530 rz,5 ^=,^ t1,^'^ r^^^ (^, j ^^,v X1,7 4-,( 3,5 41.,^j 4.6 0.3
5 560 -^v,v J, 4 bC4 55 ^ 5 5 , 7 5 >^` r^5_r ^2 54 5.5 0,2, >
6 58z 5 ^ 0 5 ^0 5^2 5 7 5^p 5^2 5' 1 5^0 ^.,3 5,5 5 .1 0.2
7 622 317 4th ,,7 4,2 4,0 4,0 _ 4,0 M 4_, 0 4,5 4.1 0.3
8 657 8,1 3,5 9 441, 1 3,0 ; ,G 4,1 3,9 3,5 3.8 0.2
9 682 %,8 ,6 5,0 5,3 5,1 5,x 5,I 4,8 4,6 41,8	 §4.8 0.3
10 728 21,0 21,0 2. 21 r3j,8 22,6 22,1 21,3 22,2 20,2 21,4, 21-3 1.2
11 755 C. 341,x; 36,0 410,9 41,2 'S8,0 35,G 37,1 :S5,0 35,0' 37.0 2.0
12 866 y	 , ^i , r- <<,? /113,5 43,41 412,7 IS9,5 40,E 39,5: 39.7 2.2
13 910 t i c) , !I 3 ,2 _0,4. / 2,9 41 41,2 21 9,2 3J 5 21,0 '3 ,I 39,I 39.9 2.2
14 983 11 ,C)
..^, /10,, ..,j, / /14,0 42,0 48,5 4-0,',1 7 9 '10,I 39.9 2.1
W	 15 1020 ::>,i :rl,rl
/10,Y 4-3 , 5 Z14.t,7 41,G u9 3 41,0 ^}`1,^^ ^1, 9 39:4 2-4
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date	 9 September 1976	 Time 14 h. 16 min.	 No. Field	 V	 Crop spring wheat
No. X-ef- _	 Reflecti_an coefficient (f)	 _.__ _
chan-fect. mean stand.
nel (nm) deviat.
1 410 2.2 0.2
2 438 2.2 0.1
3 500 4.3 0.3
4 530 4.9 o.4
5 56o r_ _ 6.4 0.3;
6 582 7.0 o.4
7 622 17,5 0,5
8 657 8.9 0.7I
9 682 12.5 1.0
o^
10 728 17.8 1.1
11 755 19.8 1.1 a CC
12 866 21.7 1.5
13 910 21.6 1.5
14 983 24.2 1.4 ,^.0
15 1020 34.3 2.4
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission	 Date 9 September 1976 Time 12 h. 4o min. No. Field VII Crop clover
No. of-'
chan-^ect .
Reflection coefficient (^o^
nel	 nm 1 2 3 5 ^	
,j
_	
.._..r.
o
.LO	 mean stand.
deviat_-_,
I 410 2,0 1,9 1,9 2,0 1,9 1,9 1,9 I,U 1,9 1,9	 1.9 0.1
2 438 C,3 2 310 2,0 2,0 2,0 1,9 2,0 2,0 2,0 129	 1.9 0.1
3 Soo 2,9 2,9 2'? 2,7 2,9 2,7 2,rj 2,6 2,6 217	 2.7 0.2
4 530 4,U 9 l,2 !1,0 4,0 :1,0 4,0 11,0 3,9 4,2	
.1 0.2
5 560 4,2 8 4,7 4.6 4,5 Zj,9 nib 5 4,5 /1,5	 4.6 0.1
6 582 4,4 4,4 4,3 4 , 3, 4,1 /1's 4,4 4,2 4,1 4,1: 4.2 0.2
7 622 9, 5,'7 5,4 3,6 3,G 3,'7 3,7 ^3,2_ 3, r1 s 3.6 0.2
8 657 r,	 f3 ,r, ^,0 q	 r, r:, `	 f^
r}	
r^ i	
t
._,3 r1-;,3 r	 r,31 .3 61 3 t^	 3.5 0.3
g 682 Z, C 11, E, 4,0 4,0 3,7 ' ,2 4,^ f1,^ ',r1 4,;^	 4.4 0.2
10 728 r...	 r'	 r'^22, j24 3 r+r50,^ ,^ r'	 r,:L,v '^	 r,tl,,^ fir+	 r ;.f1,^ -)	 'D^t1,^ 3 Cr.^, 139, Ir  23.5 1.1
1 755 2 ,^, ^5, x,1,4 ,1 ^G,^s :^^,4 ^t^,I ?^;,^: ^	 ,5 34.6 1.6
12 866 r'-j :, r^ ^ ? r.,;	 r^.3	 .^ r^^.	 r,, 3.)	 3 ^,^:	 c^ t10 0
r
1 r -	 ^^ ,^	 ,^r7	 34, 3 2.4
3 910 c4 ,:^ A0 5 159,3 40,8 x10,0 uJ,9 40,L 112,1 3	 ,3 rr 38.2 2.0
14 983 j .) , 0 1,1 i "0, 5 41 , 1 2 ? T, I Sz_, 6-	 5 39.5 1.5
15 1020 7 ^. j ,^ 4 ^rj, i .^	 , r! `:C^, h^J,r^ ^.i(.),2 ^^.C,v Jj, 1 ,:1.,0;38.9 1.6
In
In	 ,
,
65
i
d
rr
ro
^x
FIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 66
rn	 Mission Date 9 September 1976 Time 14 h'. 06 min. No. Field IX	 Crop oak woods
No. X-ef-1 Reflection coefficient (f^
char fect.i 2 3 4 5 6 J0	 mean stand.
nel (nm) deviat.
1 4.10 2,5_ 2,2 2,0 aJ2 2,1 72,2 2, d
!_
F?, 5 2,1 2 , 1	 2.2 0.2
2 4.38'2,2 2,2 2,0 I,q 2,0 2,1 2,2 2,0 2,0 2,0	 2.1 0.1
3 500
-
^ ^^7 2,r7 ,0 2,7 0,0 pfd r.3,1 rr3,0 ?,^^	 3.0 0.3
4 530 3, 9 4,5 -%-.197 ^'j,5 G-3 , 5 3n 15 4Il 4,1
r,	 1
ki, 3 3,2	 3.7 o.4
5 56o r.^
	 3
-,
` nL,J ^1 ,6 r 3_, ^^	 r,,3 4.	 ^3 S ,^. -, ? ^^	 ,^	 4.6 0.
6 582 5,1 ; 5,2 4,3 3,c 3 1 5 4,3 5,2 4,6 4,6 4,6	 4.6 0.5
7 62g 4,1 4 5 4,0 3,6 3, ; 4,0 i,3 ^t,3 3,6 X1,0	 • °•3
8 657
,6 4'1 ^i,1 4,T ^	 ,:f_ ^L,O 4,1 4,T 14.2^j.,l	 # •^ 0.3
9 682 5, 2 ,.r,,5 5,Z 4 ,a ,g ^-^,2 G,0 ^-5,2 , -	 r, ,2 5,4	 c 5.4 0.5
10 728 12,7' 21,6 16,9 13,5 Lu,S 1'7,2 21,4 LW?,5 19,1 I_^,319.1 1.6
11 755( r^6 6 r	 i131,1 23,2 25,2 25, 2
r`
23, '? 28,1 x:5, 0 , l , t> 26.o^?r , r 1.7 
12 866 /^}
uU,O T
7'
v1,2
r ,
	 ^7
2'(.	 2 r 7 	 C/U^	 , rr.:! ,G r2:J, ( r ; r^	 ,,`r	 ,C1 f`	 1130,0 r,;^J, l 29.1 2.0
13 910 . r 1 ry29,9 r20,9 r.,r.,	 r _/,U,S 2 6,3 r	 i .	a_26 ,c3 r. r^	 J:33), !'29,4 r28,5
p
r.	 2V .42 	 ,4.
p2.8
a
14 983 3I,o ^^,	 ^,.I t^ 29.3ru,.^ 2.8
15 1020 , , r^ :. ,,"	 q r ,	 , ., )
30.2 2.7
tFIELD SPECTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Mission Date 9 September 1976 Time 11 h. 45 min.	 No. Field VIII" Crop	 clover
No. k-ef-1 Reflection coefficient (f )
chan
•
1 and.
nel
^ecj
nm
1 r•^ ^
r7 ^ ^ ^^^	
,mean
de viat.
1 410 1,9 2,1: 2,0 2,0 1,9 2,0 1,7 2.J 1,8 1,7 1.9 0.1
2 438 I,9 1,7 1,9 f,° J,,O 1,0 1,9 128 1.9 0.1
3 500 r,/, j r2, l,,J , 'j rf! 12! 2 ! 2! v 2 `9! ^! 7 2.8 0.2
4 530 d, 2 3 , 6. :1,1 4,3 4,3 413 Ii., 3 4,0 4,0 4,0 4.1 0,2
5 560 5,3 5,1 4,3 522 4,6 4,8 4,0 4,Q 5,0 4,8 5,0 0.2
582 zj,5 5,0 L3 75 4,4 427 4,G 4,4 4,5 4,2 4,5 4.5 0.2
7 622 4 7 1 4,1 t	 ('3,6 3, 6 Y'^3,6 ••.^^,0 t^^,8
r^	 7ti^,3 r "•	 - f",^ ^ 1	 43,r^ 3.7 0.2
8 657 r'	 r8 , l ,5,	 ^
Y
J,5
r
378
r;
3's
^,
a_),U Y^3 r,o 4^4 r^3,5 Y3ci,5 3.7 0.2
9 682 aG 4,6 4,4 4,4 4,'4 4,4 4,0 4,1 4,1 4,I 4.4 0.2
10 7 28 2'1,.1 r,rt2,0 r^,22,4 217,8
Y
^, l
f
2_[,4
,
20,6
)
20,6 j:•1,9 r10,2? 21.2 1.0
11 755 rly,il YX1,0 3I,0
r^.
,--;U,%
Y.
"1,0 r'1	 r80,2 29 , 4 r 29,J -8,
 
9 r)^	 a^^,4x 29.9 1.3
12 866 .,;]	 9 Q2, 6 3- , 1 si 1 1 - 0,8 2T,;-,, i-A	 "^ ^Z 1, 29 7 29 U:. xO.9 1.4
13 910 "
.1
	 r0,^' ix;2,1 r33,2 1-i'31, C 32,4 )_. •-	 /^^,f, r'^O,G r	 eO,G r-,0,& 2 92^,2 31.1 1.3
14 983 Y„ r Y	 ^' r	 r: 2,G r33,4 r;	 r2,4,2 r4,2 r,22,E r`^3,5 rZr]0,5 33.x' 1.5
q
- 15 1020 `	 (.'
^%,J r_.tea>,Ei
i"`.'
	
r.
6u rjf^	 (^^, 3 4,3ar'r (^,u, Yl	 Yom!^4,^ r.1r	 (^,^ 3- 4 ^,,,^ Y'32,G 33.8 1:3
i	
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Mission Date 6 September 1976 Time 12 h. 25 min, No. Field III Crop corn
No. X-ef-	 Reflection coefficient (^
i	 chars fect	 mean stand.
nel (nm)	 deviat.
I	 2	 3	 5	 6	
7	 8	 9	 10
1	 410 2  	 2,1	 4,2	 2,1	
^^-^	 2,1_	 2,0	 P,,1	 2,0	 2,1 2.1	 0.1
2	 438 2,	 2,3	 2,4	 2,1.	 2,2	 2,2	 2,3	 2,1	 2,2	 2,`' 2.2 0.1
3	 500 3,6 > y	 3, 1 	5	 0, 4	 5,1	 3,?	 312 3.4 0.2
4	 530 5,^i	 4,9	 5,T	 5,T -	 ^l,'1	 '7	
!i,'1
	
410	 5,2	 5,3 5.1	 0.3
5	 r,, ^	 r,	
`l	 5 6	 5 8	 6 l	 5 ti5	 560 '^^^	 ^>^	 ^-}^1	 5,9	 ^,c^	 ^ ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 6.1	 0.2
6	 582 r,4	 5,9	 J,J	 5,4	 J,,?	 ^,2	 ;^,^	 ^,2	 t;, L	 ^^^^ , 5.8	 0.3
7	 622 5,2	 5,0	 ri,8	
￿1,5	 4,5
	
115	 -4	 ,7	 0.3
8	 657 5,0	 5,0	 5,0	 t1,6	 I, E} 	 4,2	 4,6	 ,C;	 J`,`rl	 4 ,^ ' 4.6	 0,3
9	 682 +^flJ	 5 ,4.E	 5,,2	 5,0'	 5,^1	 5,2	 5,4	 5,,,	 ,^^t}.	 ^1,^
	
5.6	 0.3
r^r	 r	
r.	 ,-.	 )	 C	 C	 .	 J
10	 728 ^,;,^	 -,3,0	 ; 3,0	 ^?;6	 2',3	 2T, 9 	 21:,9	 21,9	 2k,J	 3, 22 ,9 1,0
11	 755 41,E	 ^,0	 ;^0	 u.^,0	 ,3, f,	 U^:,^l, l	 ,_:^ l ^^ 1	 36.2 1.4
r1/' 6
	 n_:	 0	 fill 0.12	 866'	 ,J	 s., rl	 ^4,r 	 ,	 38.2 1 .4
13	 910 	 ,^	 ,.	 38.0 1.4
cr,	 t	 r.,	 rr	
4
	 t^ 	 rj14
	 983	 ^J^ , ^.^	 ^ 9 , ,^	 ,; i.z , ^	 ^.1, .)	 ^.:. , ;	 ^ ,	 } , ^	 , ,,, , ^	 ^?.0 , ^,	 ^? T , 5 39.4 1.7
^5	
^;(- ^;	
4	
p
1	 102Q r i.,0	 2,	 r , ^	 c_c5,^	 i^,^	 Jmil, L	 ^ /,^	 ^ ^?, 	 39.0 1.7
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Date 9 September 1976 Time 14 h. 00 min. No. F ield XIV Crop mowable steppeMission
No.a-ef-
chan fect.
nel 1(nm) 1 2 9 L0
mean stand.
deviat.
2, 0 2,% 2.1 0.1
2,0 2,2 2.2 0.2
3,2
-).3 3.4 0.2
4,E; 5,3 5.0 0.3
5,9 6 9 4
I
6.2 0.3
5,5 5.8 0.3
4,8 5,0 5.0 0.3
4,6 5, 1
i
' 4.8 0.4
5;5 10, 6.2 0.6
2[,3 22,5 21.8 0.7
2v , 0 tik ,'! 28.3 3.7
0,? 51,2 29. 8 3.1
. I,0 1,:. 30.7 3.2
)2, 9 4, 0 33.0 4.7
1	 r,	 1, 1,	 • 35.9 2.4
1
2
3
4
410 2,2
438 2 9 3
500 ;-' A
530 5t 4
560 U,6
582 6 '0
629 5,0
657 4, '
6820i; ,
728	 ..:3 , 0
755	 , 5
866
910 r	 ^.
983
	 n ;^U l ,
1020 	 j
O^
y^C
t-^ c
b^
S
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
\.Jt
^2
2,2
r •	 r•
5, 4
2
11. , q
G 17f
2I,o
lJ, 2
2^:,5
r;^ .^
.,5, i
Reflection coefficient (^)
5 V '! u
2,U 2,1 2,2 2,0
0 2,0 2,.? 2,0
2
4 , 7 4,8 4,b /197
.5,5 5,'7 6,2 5,7
5 9 6 5,3 5,£ 5, 5
5,0 X1,3 5,0 4,11
4,2 1196 5,0 3,3
5")f 5	 r/1 5 , 5	 ^)v, J
f`),'7 18,(9 20,4 22,5
24, r7 .,4,0 '-.7 ,1 2'7, 7
'/r1rr	 , 1.^ /'	 1 /l-, U r)(,	 i/!r 3 ,
5 11 '3,5 3! ,2 :'3,4
,..,.^
C,
.^	 ,..
4
2,3 2, 2
2,0 2,3
r,
v,U
/^ r! 5 .3
,J,2 ),4
G,1 515
5,2 5,0
5,3 4,9
lo,;3 2f.,4
til., 4 29,0
3, 2
4 r
22 June 1976
4s
35 LX x 	
V
rx
30
^d
25
20 vii
F2
IV
5
ON
3

f"
1
25 a
	 /
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Photographs obtained synchronously with spectrometering. 24.7.76.
I
	
2
	
3
4	 5
	
6
7	 8
1--winter wheat, 2--clover, 3--steppe, 4--plowed field, 5--spring wheat,
6--clover, 7--plowed field, 8--steppe.
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Notes for table "Measurements of Dynamic Characteristics of Soils"	 78
1. Requirements of preservation on natural ecosystemswere determined
by the minimum volume of work to evaluate soil moisture content.
The presence of a dense vegetation cover and waste in the steppe and woods
generally casts doubt on the need for measuring soil moisture content here
(as an index which could be possibly evaluated by a complex of remote-controlled
resources used within the Soviet-American program).
2. Measurements of soil moisture content were made in 1976 to depths of
0, 10, 20, etc. Therefore the column " 0 -5 cm" gives information only about the
surface moisture, while for other levels the soil moisture content was obtained
by interpolation.
In 1977 at the Kursk, site the soil moisture content will be measured during
the missions at depths: 0.0p	 , 51 20 and 35 cm with ten-fold repetition. Infor-
mation on the moisture in the layer 35-60 cm in virtue of its low variability
both in space and time will be obtained from adjacent weather bureaus with an
agricultural meteorological set of observations.
3. In the first mission it was possible to determine the subsurface soil
moisture content only on supporting ecosystems.
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A-ppendix 3.
Materials of Ground Observations
Field
No.
Color
accord. to
Mansell
RElative moisture by vert. %
w	 ^.:.,	 ^	 ._....
0-3 cm	 5-20 cm	 20-35 cm ~n 35-60 cm^
Conditions on
surface
Notes
1 7.5.YR3/0 13.5 16.7 1y.0 18.5 winter wheat
2 7.5.YR4/0 14
.3
- - - winter wheat
3 7.5.YR 9.0 - - - corn
4 7.5.YR/4 7.2 19.3 20.4 20.2 corn
5
7.5.YR2/0 15.7 - - - spring wheat
6 7.5.YR2/0 15.0 20.0 22.0 18.5 spring wheat
7 7. 5 .YR3/0 10.0 15.5 16.0 17.3 clover
8 7.5.YR3/0 11.3 - - - clover
9 - - - - - oak woods
10-11 7.5.R4/0 19,5 - - - pasturable steppe
12 - 7.5.YR2/0 25.0 - - - unmowable steppe
13
14 -15 7..5.YR2/0 21.0 23,0 23.5 23.5 mowable steppe
Field Color Relative moisture by vert.% Conditions on surface
No. according
to Mansell Notes0-3 cm 5-20 cm 20-35 cm 35-60 cm
1 2.5Y3/0 34.2 23.6 18.9 17.0 winter wheat
2 2.5Y3/0 36.1 25.6 20.0 17.2 winter wheat
3 2.5Y4/0 29.5 27.2 23.5 - corn
4 2.5Y3/o 37.2 37.5 35.4 23.0 corn
5
z.5y3/0
33.4 30. 5 28.1 21.1 spring wheat
6 2.5Y3/0 37. 2 32.5 27.0 21.2 spring wheat
7 2.5Y4/0 35.6 32.2 28.5 22.4 clover 6 porous on mowed
4-on unmowed clover33.8 32.0 2$.7 22.2
8^ 2.5Y3/0 32.1 29.6 24 . 3 20.1 clover
8 2.5Y4/0 26.5 32.0 _ 28.6 25.4 fallow land,packed,harro
14 -15 2.5Y2/0 39.2 - - - stubble field after
mowing on mowable
steppe
10-11 - _ _ - steppe pasturable
_12 13 2.5Y 2/0 ^44^ . 0 - - -  unmowablesteppe}
14 -15 2. 5Y2/0 46.2 _ ^ _ F	 _ steppe mowable
wed
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Mission 2
	 Date 21.7.76
6g
0
Field 'Color
No. according
Relati-re moisture by vert. % Conditions on
surface0-	 cm3 5-20 cm 20- 35 cm 35 -60 cmto Mansell Notes
1 2.5.Y4/0 ' 17.4 31.4 30.8 21.2 winter wheat
2 2-5-Y4/0 18.2 31.6 _)2.0 20.8 winter wheat
3 2-.5.Y3/O 23.4 30.1 28.6 24 .3 corn
4 2.5.Y3/0 25.2 29.8 30.2 22.1 corn
5 2.5.Y310 20.8 27.4 28.8 24.2 spring wheat
6 2.5.Y3j0 21.2 30.9 30.7 26.1 spring wheat
7 2 - 5 . Y 3/O 24.5 24- . 7 25.6 19.4 clover
8' 2.5.Y3/0 23.9 26.1 24.4 18.3 clover
8 2.5.Y4/0 12.8 34.2 32.4 22.1 fallow land harrow
12-13 35.4 32.2 23.0 steppe unmowable
14-15 34.7 31.9 21.0	 - steppe mowable
^::*	 _;-n?,a,•	 x . _ ... -.., ^
	
9 kt u-.ra	 a:; fs. `Y.°^+.`t'^,}wxaxrr^.. <;	 ..-,x;.c:;zF	 . 	 ^
I
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Mission 3 '	 Date 18 August 1976
f
,I
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Mission 4 Date 23,9.76
Field No. Color Relative moisture by vent. % Conditions on
according
to Mansell
surface0 -3 cm	 '5-20 cm	 20 -35 cm	 35-60 cm
1 10 YR 2/1 4.5 27.5 28.7 23.6 fallow land med. and
_coarse lumpy on
17.9
2 10 YR 2/1 4.0 28.3 30.2 24.2 fallow land medium
and coarse lumpy
on 17.9
3 7.5 R 3/0 7 . 9 25.9 27.9 21.3 corn; harvest in
-progress
4 7.5 R 310 8.3 26.1 28.2 20.2 corn; harvest in
progress
5 7.5 R 3/0 7 , 1 28.E ' 28.4 25.3 stubble field of
spring wheat
6 7.5 R 3/0 7.4 28.9 26.1 23.5 stubble field off spring wheat
7
7.5 R 3/0 12.3 27.9 28.8 25.4 clover in eastern
part mowed and
growing up again
8 - - - - clover
10-11 - -"
_
- plowable steppe
12-13 - _ _ - unmowable steppe
14-15
I
1
_ _ - moveable steppe
71
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Location of test section: Kursk preserve and Kursk experimental station
Date of measurement
Field No. Types of
soil
Texture % humus
of organic
Color
according
Notes
% sand % silt % clay
0.25-0.01 0.01 mm carbon to Mansell
I typical 44.9 28.0- 47.1- 8.01 7,5 YR3/
chernozem 43. 2 27.6 48.2
Iz 43.2- 25.0- 56.8- 8.79 7.5 YR3/
41.o 26.o 59.0
III „ 43.2- 56.8- 56.8- 7.89 7.5 YR4/
45.1 54.9 54.9
N the same 7.90 7,5 YR 4
V 44,9- 28.0- 47,1- 8.01. 7.5 R 3
43.2 27.6 48.2
VI ^, the same 8.45 7.5 R 3
VII ^^ 44.o- 23.4- 45.9- 8.30 7.5 R 3
47.3 25.5 49.4
VIII „ the same 7.98 7.5 R 3
XIV-XV leached 47.5- 25.7- 45.0- 9.86 7.5 YR 3
chernozem 48 `.2 26.4 43.8
XIII-XIIS leached the same 9.45 7.5 YR 3
chernozem E
XI ,, the same 8.97 7.5 YR 3
IX podsolized 44.0-47.3 23.5- 45.9- 8.15 7.5 YR 2
chernozem 25.5 49.4
Field No. Area
(ha)
-022 op or^
lands
Variety of
crop
Mironov-
Date of
planting
(sowing)
20-25
Fertilization of	 Note
soil
—~
In southern
A	 P	 K_
near fall plowing:I(6-P) 124 winter
wheat skaya-808 August 200 kg/ha nitro- part of
amophosk	 April 76. section
nitrogen supple- winter rye
ments 150-200 kg/ha
II(7P) 76 winter Mironov- 20-25 the same
wheat skaya-808 August
III(5-P) 80 corn Bukovin- 1-5 May Mar Apr. 76: on 21.7 in
skaya + supplement 200- northern
Odesskaya 250 kg/ha nitro- part crop
am,ophosk damage from
grazing catt
IV(I-P) 111 corn Bukovin- 1-5 May the same
skaya
Odesskaya
VI^(I-OPKh 132 spring Kharkov- 15-17 without ferti- leveling sow
wheat skaya-46 April lizers_ cut by mount
goat- at end
May in phase
of tubule
emergence
V(1 Ts) 64.5 spring Khar'kov- 25-27 16,5 kg/ha cut by
heat skaya-46 April 16.5 kg/ha mountain goat
16.5 kg/ha and treated
nitroamophosk with amine
in rows salt for lod
and weeds
VII(2-Ts) 94 3lovex Makarov- 12-15 200kg/ha clover on
skiy April 200 kg/ha stubble fiel
1975 200 kg/ha of cereals
7 nitroampphosk
VIII(2- 200 lover Makarov- 12-15 without the same
OPKh) r skiy April fertilizers
1975
le
ing:
ain'
of
g ing
d
'I
i
LIST OF LANDS EMPLOYED	 84
Test section Kursk Date 24.6.76, 21.7.76
f
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LIST OF LANDS EMPLOYED	 85
Test section Kursk Date -18.8.76
No. of
field
Area
(ha)
crop or
lands
Variety of
crop	 ^
Date of
'planting
(sowing)
Fertilization
of` soil
Note
A	 T	 K
L(6-P) 124 winter - - -	 -	 -	 In southern
wheat part there is
a section of
winter rye
II(7-P) 76 winter - - -	 -	 -	 -
wheat
III(5-P) 80 corn - - -	 -	 -	 in northern
section crop
damage from
grazing cattle
IV(i-P) 111 corn - - -	 -	 -	 -
IT2(1-
UPKh) 132 - spring
wheat
V(1 -Ts) 64.5 spring
wheat
VII (2- ,in eastern section
Ts) 94 glover -	 - - -	 -	 -	 € lie swaths of
mowed clover
VIII! (2-
OPKh) ,-eoo clover - - -	 -	 -	 -
?4 _
jLIST' OF EMPLOYED LANDS
I
Test section Kursk Date 17.9.76,	 23.9.76
I
i
i
Field No. Fertilization NoteArea (ha) Crop or Variety Date of
lands of crop planting of soi l
(sowing) A	 P	 K
I(6-P) 124 fallow - - -	 -	 - medium and
land coarse lumpy
II(7-P) 76 fallow - - -	 -	 - medium and
land coarse* .lumpy
III(5=P) 80 corn + - - -	 -	 - stubble in
stubble central part
of field
IV (1-F) ill corn + - - -	 -	 - stubble in
stubble eastern part1	 j 	 t
of field
VI(1-OPKh) 132 stubble
- -
j spring -
wheat
V(1-Ts) 64.5 stubble - - -	 -	 - -
spring
wheat
VII(22s) 94 clover - - -	 -'	 - in eastern part
sprouts after
harvest
VIII(2-OPKh) —200 sowing Lae 10 -15.9 without
- of Mironov fertilizers
wheat skaya-
II
I
++I
I
II
808
I
iI
I
i
I
i
i
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METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING MISSION
	 87
Test section Kursk Mission 2 Date 24.6.76
Time,
hours,
Temperature OC Relative
humidity
Atmospheric
pressure
Wind Cloud cover
Velocity Direction H.L. Type
minutes K (mbar) kph L,L.*
6.00 12.4 82 98.8 3.5 NNE 2/0 Ac
9.00 17.6 62 98.8 11.0 NNE 0/0 -
12.00 20.7 41 98.9 3.5 N 7/7 Ci
*High level/low level
I
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Test section Kursk Mission 3 Date 21 .7.76
i
Time,	 Temperature O C Relative l Atmospheric Wind	 Cloud cover
hours,	 humidity 'pressure	 Velocity Direction
minutes '	 i -(mbax)	 kph	 %	 Type
6.00	 11- 7 	98	 98.3	 11.0	 N	 %
9.00	 16.7	 78	 98.3	 14.o	 N	 %
12 .00	 20.4	 58	 98.3	 21.	 ENE	 k :313	 Ci
I
h	 ;	 METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING MISSION 	 89
Test section Kursk Mission 4 Date 18.8,76
.Time,
hours,
Temperature O C Relative
humidity
Atmospheric
pressure
_Wind Cloud cover
Velocity Direction H. L. T Type
minutes (mbar) kph
6.00 12.4 97 987_ 3.5 WNW- 0/0 -
9.00 17.5 76 988 3.5 W 3/0 Ci, Ac
12.00 20.7 49 988 3.5 WNW 6/3 Ci,C
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS DURING MISSION'
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Test section Kursk Mission 5 Date 17.9.76
Time,
hours,
Temperature OC Relative
humidity
Atmospheric
pressure
Wind
^'
Cloud cover 
Velocity Direction ^-L.L./- Type
minutes K
83
(mbar
988
kph
11.0 ENE
L. h.
510 Oi,Ac6.00 8.3
9.00 12.4 7.3 988 11.0 NE 7/5 A,-,,9c
12.00 21.4 29 988	
_ .	 80 MESE 515 Ci
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MEA.SURF..MENT OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
Section Kursk
	 Month June 1976
^	 Temperatur=e -
	
Pr: tation
of y	 Max.
	 Min.	 Aver.
	 mm ay
month
	 91
L	 22,9	 I3,6	 I6,8	 0,6
2	 19,4	 II,6	 15,1	 7,2
3	 I8,6•	 13,5	 15 1 0	 4,6
1	 4	 I5,3	 11 1 5	 I?1 9	 010
5	 I7,6	 I1,2	 I2,6	 0,8
6	
16,5	 9,5	
_ 11,8	 " 116
7	 15,3	 8,9	 11,8	 0,4
8	 I913	 II 1 5	 I319	 2,8
9	 I4,2	 6,8	 9,8:
10	 12,3	 6,2	 8,3	 0,5
II	 17,5	 8,0	 1017	 27
12,	 I6,4	 6,2	 9,7	 0,7
I3	 NJ	 6,5	 9,6	 2,3
I4	 18,1	 6,4	 12,3	 2,4	 -r
I5	 19,9	 9,5 	 24,0
f	 I6	 21,5	 12,5	
14,2	
3,3
17	 16,5	 9,2	 II,2	 4,6
I8	 NJ	 9,2	 12,7	 0,6
I9	 20,7	 8,4	 13,7	 0,0
20	 24,1	 10,4	 I6,6:
21	 26•,5	 14,3	 20,6'
22	 23,I	 16,0	 17,8
23	 21,7	 13,5	 16,8	 0,3
24	
23,4	
9,8	
16f3
25	 23,6	 10,2	 I6,8
26	 25,0	 i0,3	 18,2
27	 27,4	 13,7	 20,8
28 .	 27,5	 16,I	 23,4
29	 27,2	 I7,2	 20,0	 0,0
30	
19,9	 I0,0	 13,7
3I
Total.	 606.6 180.8 437.1
	 35.4
Mean	 20.22 6.03	 14.57
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MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
Section	 Kursk Month July
Da Temperature Precipitation
month max. min, average mm/day
23,2 8,5 14,4 3,9	 92
f	 2 I6,I 11,3 I2,7 2,2	 I
3 I9,I 9,7 12,7 0.•5
20,6 I0,3 14,2 2,4
5 18,7 8,2 12,8 0,0_
OF TkIE 6gDPR0DUCIBIIJITY I7,7 7,0 111,9
^^ 	
7
15,3 10,0 II,7 0,0
8 17,2 I0,2 12,8 3,2
a 21,5 9,4 15,6
10 23,6 10,4 16,6
Ii 23,9 12,2 I816
.12 -23,6 I2,9 17 1 6 7,,8
.I3 21,0 I4,4 I5,9 5,6
I4 I9,9 I3,8 18 1 1 I,1
IS 16,7 I3,I 14,4 8$
1S
- I7,7 I3,8 14,5 0,0
I7 20 , 3 I0,5 I4,8 -^
18 23,C' 9,5 I6,5
19 22,7	
_
Lg,4
_1C+^ I6,4
20 19,8 T3"9 16,6 I,2i
21
X3,5 II,I T7,0
22 23,9 II,2 18,6
23 _ 23,E 11,9 I7,2 013
24 24,5 12 , 4 18,0
25 2:.,2 15,9 18,6
2v 27,0 a2,9 '19,9'
-
27 27,2 Ir,5 21,0 5,7
28 - 20,8 I6,9 17,9; II,O
29 25,5 15,3
20,0 0,0
00 22,I 16,5 I7,7 59,4
31 I9,4 14,7 16, I` Z,9-
Total 664.9 376. 8 498.7 137.4
Mean 21.45 12,15 16.09
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MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
Section	 Kursk Month
	 August 1976
Day Tem erature ^rPrecipitatio-n
of month max. min. average mm/day
I 24,2 I2,9 .	 I8,6
2 25,4 14,2 20,4
3 20,5- -15,2 16,9 .
4 I9,9 IL,5 13,9 01 3
5	 -- '24,6 10,4 17.0
6 24,6 10,2 I7,$
7 19,3- I4,2 I4,8 8,2
8 15,5 I3 , 3 13,8 191I
9 I5,5 II,9 12,9 10,2
IO I7,5 - 11,5 12,8 2,4
II I7, 7
10,3
12,8 1,5
12 20,3 8,7 14,2
I3 I7,8 IO,I 14,1 0,5
14 21,7 I0,0
-_ I69I
I5 23,3 9,3 16,4
I6 25,0 11,9 18,1 0,0
I7 23,4 13,1 17,4'
I8 23,5 11,9 17,7
.I9 23,6 II,4 18,3
20 22,5 -12,9 16,7
2I 20,9 I0,9 14,8 010
22 14,4 7,7
t),8
	
- --	 ^,^
23 I7,3' 3,7 9,8
24 -I9,6 -	 6.,5 12,9
25 20,6_ • 10,8 I4,2
26 24,0 8,9 I6,9
27 24,4 11,6 1813
28
21,8 I1,6 15,3
29 24,0_ 7,5 15,6
30- ` --- 21,7 I2,9 I6,4
31 22,9 12,4 15,9
Total 657.4 339 .4 480 .4 47.1
Mean 21.21 10-95 -	 15.50
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MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
Section	 Kursk
__
Month September 1.976
^	 y Tem
	
rature Precipitation
of month max. min. average mm/day
1 22,3 IS,= 16,0
2 18,2. 11,4 13,4
8 21,2 11,4 15,2
b 2I,4 I0,6 I5,9
5 22,1 8,6 I4,9
6 I9,8 13 1 4 ?5,3 18,4
7 I5,5 I0,7 12,0 I8,7
E 16,2 7,1 II,7 0,9
9 16,7 9,7 I313
I0 20,3 9,0 13,8
II 20,4 10,4 I318
I2 21,4 6,2 14,0
13- 2I,I 9,3 13,9
14. 24,4 6,7 I3,6
I5- 22,3	 . ;8,£ 14,7
I6 2,9	 _ 8,I I4,5
17 22,2 7,9 I4,0
0'0
-13 19,2 6,9 I2,I
19 14,G 8,9 10,2 1,4
20 I3,5 5,5 8,0
2I- 14,2 -0,L 6,4
22 14,4 =0,4 6;I
23 12,0 a,s 6,8
24 II,6 3,7 7,0
25 I2,8 6,2 6,3 019
26 I,6 6,9 °,0 4,7
27 10,0 6 6,4 I,7
26 II,5 i,9 C'4
29 9,0 . 3,3 5,5 2,8
30 5,3 -I,I i'I
Total 508.5 211.3 333 . 3 42.5
Mean 16.95 7.04 11.1
80
_	
-
Fi-eld Stage of
No.	 iI vegetation
Height of
plants(cm)
Protect. ^ No.:of
cover(%)	 stalks
NO. of
Fars
Weight of
dry bio-
Wei aht of div biomass o Moisture
offallen ^ stems genes,
x m2 m2 mass,g^m2 leaves organs plants,f
I	 xheading 119 6G 147 147 784 220	 61 17" 81
II	 `heading 125 81 163 163 853 1616	 66 12 82
III	 'sprouts 28 23 5.5 - 16,5 67ZO	 33 - 13
IV	 'sprouts 15 13 5.7 - 14.3 80%	 20 - 93
V 	 :start of ! 81 83 288 288 695 213	 66 10 82
'heading
VI r	 start of 177 55 ) 164 164 460 250	 61 14 83
`heading
Vii	 start of 48 86 214 - 4510 32/0	 63 5 82
blooming
147VIII 'Start of 79 258 - ( 420 36/0	 162 2 80
blooming l
VIII' ` sta.rt of 4885 20 - 360 3720	 56 7 80
:blooming zz
Leaf
index
0.2
;i
3.4
E
Field
No.
Stage of'Height
vegetation
of
plants(cm)
Protect;'
cover(%)
No. of
stalas/
No of
ears/
Weight of
dry bio-
Imass,g
Weight of dry biomass,/ Moisture	 Leaf
of	 indexfallen stems gener.M2 m /M2 leaves organs plants,%
milky- 131 59 165 165 1235 3/7 46 44 61	 0.8
yellow E
r ipene s
2. milky- 114 66 341 341 1647 2/8 46 44 1 67	 0.9yellow
e
ripeness
3. 66 49 7 7 300 66/0 34 - 92	 k 0 .1leaves
M
4.
73 29 4 4 100 54/0 46 - go	 0.1leaves
5. milky-
128 56 210 210 1010 513 59 33 68	 ' 1.1yellow
ripeness
6. milky- 129 61 - - 929 4/4 58 34 63	 1.0Yellow
ripeness
7. active 38 6 5 220 - 300 23/25 41 11 75	 1.4growth
8. start of 20 60 160 - 100 41/24 35 - 80	 1.1
vegetation
10. pasture 60 50 112 - 196 45/24 24 17 59	 1.6steppe r
12. unmowable. 106, 83 272 - 416 52115 29 4 66	 3.0
steppe
14. mowable
191 63 212 - 300 48/17 27 8 6,	 -
pP
ro
Z d
n
7 y
H ^C
C f
E
A
H
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Mission IT	 Date 19-25 07. 76
Field
No.
Stage of
vegetation
Height of
plants(cm)
Protect. No.of :
cover,%	 stalks/
I m2
No. of
ears
Weight of
dry bio-
' Weight of dry biomass, Moisture
of plants
Leaf
indexfallen stemsx genet.
m2 mass, g/m2 leaves Organs /o
1. complete 98 88	 1.394 394 2014 0/6 51 43 22 0.2
ripeness
2 complete 135 95	 1,431 431 - _ - 24 -
ripeness
3. start of 173 59	 116,, 6 1300 - _ 87
grain
ripening
4. start of 149 53	 6 6 1540 5110 49 - 89 -
grain s
ripening
5. yellow 79 79	 !447 447 1026 013 46 51 45 0.8
ripeness
6. yellow Igo 58	 516 516 1105 015 4o 55 43 1.5
ripeness
7. start of	 - 53" 77	 - - 412 -' - - 65 -
bloomng
8. start of 51 81	 - - 250 30/6 58 ; 6 75 -blooming
A
R
F.
I
F	 -
r
Mission IV 	 Date 22 -23 09. 76
8.	 sprouts of 10	 10	 443	 -	 14	 75	 -
winter
wheat
m
w
Field
No.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V
VI.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
VIII.
Presence and 'degree of damage Overall	 FUnifor_
qualitydrying lodging disease insect other
damaged
- strong - - slight good unifor
weedi.- sowing
_F ness
slight slight	 z - - no excellent unifor
in weeds sowing
-
places''
_
-
- medium medium nonuni
weedi- sowing
ness
- - - - medium medium unifor
weedi- owing
ness
- very - - almost excellent unifor
slight no sowing
weeds
- - - much medium nonuni
winter sowing
cress
- - - - almost good unifor
no sowing
weeds
- - - - center of good nonuni
field hash sowing
winter
cress
- - -
-
medium good unifor
weedi- sowing
ness
^	 - - medium good ,unifor
weedi-
Y
sowing
f t ness
mi.ty	 Nature of treatment
i
m 	 -
form -
m -
m -
form -
m- -
a
#
form -
}
m
-
m -
y I
Field
No.
Presence and degree of damage Overall
quality
Uniformity Nature of treatment
iTying lodging isease insect'othex
damage
stronger. -	 clea;n sowing good uniform sowing -
dri west
slight in -	 clean sowing excellent uniform sowing -
places
-	 strong weedi- poor very nonuniform, -
ness in rows
I
biomasses in
south
IV. -	 medium weedi- good nonuniform sowing -
ness in rows
V. -present on -	 slight good uniform sowing -
western weediness
field  edge
Vi. slight -	 slight good uniform sowing -
weediness
VI' '-	 slight good uniform sowing -
weediness
VII. medium medium nonunifoxm(un- clover grows up after
weediness mowed in eastern mowing
past)
VIII. clover mowed, from 21.07 harrowing
field plowed up in progress
VIII.' lean sowing good uniform sowing clover grows up after
mowing
'^I
Fieldl
No.
Presence and degree of damage Overall	 1
quality
Uniformity Nature of tn
mentdrying lodging	 ydisease r insect other
damage
good uniform sowing -strong -	 #_- clean sowing
SI. - lodging - - very weak excellent uniform sowing -
somewhere weediness
- -
strong weediness poor nonuniform sowing -
IV. - - - - strong weediness medium uniform sowing -
V. - noticeable- - slight weediness good uniform sowing -
lodging
Vi. - medium - - weeds especially medium uniform sowing
in west 1
VI'. - lodging - clean sowing good ;iniform, sowing -
in places
VII; - -- slight sowing good uniform sowing swaths lying
eastern par
VIII. - - ;- - - second harrowing in progress f-or
field under sowing of winter wh
VIII.'
eat-f.
l
,f
p i
i
1
in
e at
Field
No.
l resence and degree of damage Overall
quality
Uniformity rature of
reatment(drying lodging disease -insect other
damage
fall-plowed field medium- and
coarse lumpy (dry surface)
the same
III. - - _ - - - corn stubble
IV. - - - - - - corn stubble
V. - - -
_ -
- spring wheat stubble
VI. - - - - - - clover beginning to grow up on
spring wheat stubble
VI'. -
VII. - - - - many weeds medium nonuniform in
eastern part,
minimum biomass
VIII. - - - - clean sowing good uniform sowing	 f=
VIII. - - - - - - 1
P
C
{c	 _il
r ^
i
eti
C
F
h
I
3
tea
ted
Field
No.
Presence and degree of damage Overall
quality
Uniformity Nature of treatment
drying ,lodging disease damage other
winter wheat harves
winter wheat harves
medium weediness good	 nonuniform sowing -
1T. - -	 - - slight weediness good	 nonuniform sowing -
V. - medium	 - - medium weediness good	 nonuniform sowing -
VI. - -
-
VI.' - -	 - - - _	
_
spring wheat harves
VII. -	 - - medium weediness medium	 nonuniform sowing in eastern part bio
due to weediness mass lower due to
weediness
VIII. - -	 - - - -	 - sowing of winter
I wheat
VIII*. - -	 - - slight weediness medium	 nonuniform sowing spots of open soil
visible
fallo - -	 - !	 - stubble remnants -	 uneven moisture of medium-lumpy plowed
land, soil surface field
ted
t
r;
%'	 1
:#	 Ii
VIII*.--clover'spectrometered on southern slope of Tolstiy ravine' (southern Zapovednik--preserve 	 a
Ci
z
h y
C
G
C
U-
Fields included in observation program
	
1C1 
I JI--winter wheat
III-IV, corn
V, VI--spring wheat
^~-	
O	
VII,VIII--clover
IX--woods
Other main fields/	 1 winter rye
2. barley
--	 \	
tX	
3. beet
4. spring wheat
...	 South	 North
2	 // w
O
Vi ► 	 O
3
VIII	 yO 1
Scale
	 1.10 000	 1
0	 400	
_	 2000
Schematic ,Diagram of Test Fields
90
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iAppendix4 Z105	 {
I
Ground Photographs of Fields
i
CATALOGUE OF GROUND PHO'T'OGRAPHS 106
Date No. in Height of f dens Subject of Direction of
order camera photography photography
1 2 3!^ 5
5.05 .76 1 motor 20 mm corn oblique
2 vehicle
3 h	 3 m clover
,
5 corn
6 It
clover
g if
j 9 spring, wheat
10 if11
12
13 ^^	 another
14 field
-15 steppe
16 11
17 winter wheat
18 }'
19 ,
S
"	 sun behind
i 20_ t ^^	 clouds
31.5.76	 1 tower 20 mm winter wheat All photographs
2 wagon oblique
3 h=23 m corn
5 E clover
6
7 spring wheat
26.6.76	 1, motor	 - 1 20 mm winter wheat Close to planned
2- vehicle " Oblique with different
3 hN 3- " direction of 'photog .4 i 3.5 m acorn Close to planned
5 f s corn Oblique with different
6 direct_.of photog.
7 1 1 clover Close to planned
	 107
8 s ^^ Oblique with diff.
9 j .direct. of photog .10 spring wheat Close to planned11 spring wheat Oblique with diff.
 .
direct. of photog .
91
(continued from previous page)
13 steppe,mowable Oblique with different
14 unmowed direction of photography
15
16 h=2 m	 20 mm	 " Oblique with different
17 direction of photography
22.7,76	 1 motor	 20 mm	 winter wheat Close to planned
2 vehicle it Oblique with different
3 h=3- direction of photography
4 3.5 m of The same as No. 3 with
underexposure (defective)
5 clover Close to planned
6 11 Oblique
7 corn Close to planned
8 .! Oblique
9 spring wheat Close to planned
10 if Oblique
11 h=2 m steppe, mowable Oblique with different
unmowed direction and angles of
12 photography
13
92
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Appendix 5 108
Sampling Mean and Standard Deviations of 0 tic Densities of Imes.
6.1o.75 109
zones 0.44-0.48 }zm 0.52-0 ,59 pm 0.67-0.73 Wn 0.72-0.86 pm
targets
winter wheat O . GSA
0.020
O . G2 5
0.020
G'. v
0.029
I ^^
U.03I
clover 0. c 5i 0 . T5 1.120 I.3'rl
i 0. --j-0 O . H 0.0 0 . G2,Z"
..^l -
plowing
1
I
0 ^^,,'
Yr0.v1?
^ — ^0.^1'_.
0.024
.TT`32
0.0Li
I.OUO^
0.052
I
97
,, y OF 'I'HMR'	 -DuciBiLTr
0	 erl, IS POOR1
24.VI.76 110
zones 0.4 -0.5 Pm 0.5-0.6 } m 0.6-0.7 P 0.?-0.76 pm
targets
I--winter l.G=`J 0.^^! 1.C'..
wheat 0 . ^^ 3 _G . 0l3 G . Gw C . CUr^
II--winter ` . -L -,y, I. T30 0.876wheat 0.02! 0.031 0.0 2 G . G2=
IV- -corn
..313 SO^^ii;? _1.3	 r 0)	 r. -^..r_^0.0:3 0.0123 0.031 e, 0217
V--spring .;^^
• N`_ 1..=''7 O 0 ,.lC,J I	 .-c:--I. v 3 _wheat O . G7 0.0., ^ 0. G .._ 0,	 f, , 0 iv s^
VII--clover -1	
.:	 i 0 1. 1JG So ^G. JJU • l :J^
O.G , 3 C.GN3 _C.0i G.G,
VIII--clover
. 3S G.0 I G.c,1r^ ^.
G.0 0.0 ^ G.G,w G.O t^
woods =-'z n C^. 0 0 ^3yG.03= 0. 00C 0..13? O.	 L4=
X--pasture —	 ^^ .
--.
	 y
Y CGS. cO	 = 7,L,. 1' .20-
steppe .
XI--pasture
steppe V	 ./ ^.lJ
—
ty • 01.^
 ^
 11V	 ./ w f^ r	 r- r.1.	 4at,u
^. NC .G.02 ^ ,.^•^0.033 r.0.0):,
XII--unmowable
steppe G ` 0 . CPO,
/`
G i J
• 
_
_y . 0`Y
V .0 0 0.03 O.Ot!3 G.G_j
XIII--un-
mowable steppe 0	 f 0 .0 0. "('83
_
 1.	 r
i^.^ C,' fC 0.G r 0.C2(
XIV--mowable -
stepp e -V . 0 0.ON G . voc,
 , —
v^ti . 0_1
XV--mowable C . Cat r:<^ G . C-^steppe C . G 0.0-0 0.032 0.03
98 ,
22.07.76
I
All
ones
zones
0.4-0.5 Fun 0.5-0.6 pm 0.6-0.7 µm 0.7-0.76
s
I--winter
wheat 1.f^f.^C 0. Jib O.r(:^2 0.
0. vww 0.05 0.GY^ 0. J/i
II--winter 0 0.774 0.  C7,),,37 0 .	 _
wheat 0 U ; , 0- 0 
"r O.OZ.0 G •	 -yYf
III--corn -	 r-L	 OU
0	 ..;	 . 0	 ^`'"
.	 u; 0
IV--corn t.,..,. 0 5 , - 5 G	 r 7-^, ^,^. 0 . 2(:'7' ..,
j
j
0 . 0 1 i, r .^ rO. L'vv n/^..	 `av
 n
1C,ii
V--spring C ^:^C 0. 02 0.
•wheat ^. ;C) . GJ3 G . ^^ ^,^0.0^ . C V w
VI--spring ..n O.OJ2 0-.'2! G	 ^;
wheat V . L,,..s
.
Vw 0. 05S 0 . 03V
VII--c-lover U•i L^ a _0,Vet C . 0 0
0. 016-, 0.02.1 0 . G5 i 0.1- iv
VIII--
clover
..--	 . -	 - -
1,,	 ,-
0.0 3,
`.C.0^ ^,0.O1 3 0.i=
• Cl ^.ti
wood s
 ^J?.i U r 0^ t l . 0 -.G 0. 1L
X--pasture t	 ^' _. j
4
0 ,u
C.	
r^J
estepppp C . C^ ^0.0, .j.^^-0 032 0.051
XI--pasture 0.0-02 _ 0 _
steppe 0.010 0.020 0.025 0 . C".310
XII--unmowable 0
-
1r^
V •.tJ	 . /.J3J
steppe .-- ;
v. ' ry i- . U. V .'v^ t^.. J  05
XIII--unmowable n-
  09 (j	 !'^:c
steppe .^
• C)	 J 0.02 `0. 02 4r' 0.0 ^j
XIV --mowable 0	 n
.	 ,^: 0. 636 0. 570 c 22	 J
ste	 ePp - ;
 
0. 0==5 0.v^11^C -0.0
XV--mowable ^,	 c0,, .v3.^ v.5:rt- O.svu 0 ,127steppe
I
O . 0-2 13 0.0:5
v
0.0 ; 5 C .,,, I
99
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR	 I
18-08.76 112zones
0-0.5 µm 0 6-0.7 µm 0.	 -0.	 67	 7target
I--winter 1. ^',`^ I . tO0 G 5 v^0J
wheat 0.032 0.060 0.051
II--winter I.2 1 G 0. ^r^2	 Iwheat 0.0501. 0.0^5 G. Gw	 i
III--corn I.3'.'C 1.253 0.2,w
0.052 0.020 0.Gi
IV--corn I. T50 I.0`2 0.x'73
0.^IG 0.02'i O.OIv
V--spring wheat I. Tl`
.20G 0.35'^l
0.02Q^ 0. C23	 _
_C.030
VI--spring wheat 1.305 1. 312 0. 3';
VII--clover .-
0.O l O.0 C
VIII--clover I	 tea:_
. L33 0 F- -C
0.0 2 O.01al . 0-1 G
IX--oak woods f . `1O	 Y ^,
	 13 -L
C. . C95 O.G3
X--pasture 1.221 1 .1.350 0.2C
steppe 0. 03u.-* 0.027' 0 . 0 1 11-3
XI--pasture T'.- ..90 _ O	 l i
steppe C . G10 0.0 %^ 20 G^''
XII--.unmowable steppe
V
;	 ^^.^
.
2: I ±- . !51 0. 2)J -52
0.0i , 0.03, 0.02r	 J
XIII--unmowable f .233 L. -L'53 0.23
steppe i-: ^ iv , :	 t 0.02 ZI 0. 0210
XN--mowable 1.?33 I .?'^3
steppe C . 0 = 0.025 G . 03u'
XV --mowable -C roJ 0 2 v0
steppe 0.020 0.02-0 0.015
100
V_
42	 p	 6
1^3
zones	 ^0/4_0 , 5 um 0.5-0.6 um 0.6-0.7 um 0. 7-0, 76 um
- targets_
I--winter 0. 3v: CI. 03 G . I13i 0.07 t
wheat v . C-^^
-
0.000 0 . Gj:`>'
`
Il--winter 0 3?v C . C3O 0 0:6
wheat G . G 1< 0. GGC 0.0-1 O. G2
IV--corn 0.3 t' 0.071 0. +73
0.O,; 5, - 0. HO 0.0)5 c.^
V--spring` 1J	 _ 0.OT 0.3^^ 0. wheat r0.033  O. CO G. GOT' C. 10-
vii-- -,0 .2 0 GJ,^ 0 . C;3^ -I . s ^^
i clover 0.021 C . 012 0.OiO
--0.13I
VIII-- - _ G	
,,^, G.rXIO
clover 0. 0_10 C . 0,^3
IX- -oak C
woods 0 . t := G. OT I O . Clv 0.2 6
X--pasture v. f. E O C. lO 0.33 0. H T-
steppe 5)0 . G1^ 0.QIO 0.O ^ fC . v _;^
XI--pasture ^.	 `^ V 1 r O J
( steppe v. G ^^1 0.OIS 0.027 0.03^=
XII-- unmow- 0. EZ32: O."3- 0 . ^	 ^- l .60-
ab1 e steppe 0. 03 O . C? 0 O.OT 0, 05
XIII--unmow- L, , _	 ,^ - 0. IJi
able steppe 0 v_^ O . G T,:-'- 0.0^.
XIV--mowable . Z.3U v J
r ;,.,L.	 . v
,,	 .^
1, .. 5 ^ -^,
steppe C . Cw ± O . C 0 0.0-0 • C . 0;.
XV--mowable 0.GSO r  !
^ steppe (`	 -. 0. 1000 0. G13 2
i
i
101
Appendix 6.	 Tables of Entropy Values 114
115
ENTROPY OF EXPERIMENTAL RECOGNITION OF TARGETS BY OPTIC DENSITIES OF ZONAL
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
t` Date zones	 tar- winter corn spring clover woods plowing Entire group
41m)	 gets wheat wheat of targets
W.`75 0,44-0,48 r),	 ^'rr 0,0137 0,	 "1 0,1;7:? Q,%"0
1 I 0, r'?.- t^, ht>	 k 0,1:;3I O,121 ;),	 .":5 n ,-'M I
Q,C7-0,`i	 i Q,r09 0,Irjq 0,` '
-
4 0,CQ.', 0,179
0 ,0717
t(
Q,`^Q-^0, E0 ^1, , ) 1.Q , C"1) Q, l.t."^ ^	 ^, 11.(i i^.7241 L,,"^
^ Q Q ^ `7L 0, :? 0,r3 O,'14 , 1CI
i
! I .'^L,?
(?,•".Q.'Q,)iQ 0, ''3I Q)="^:T jr,U, 0',;:05 Q,O' 7
tF1 `^	 ',+r li	 ^fl^. O	 r')1 f`" tJ `iia7 (^	 rr,^J 44.'1 {^	 l^i, ^^..	 J7/') r
f , ^")
E'C,0	 0 Q) G1': Q,Q40 0,074 0, Oil(, ^,IC JI , u},~r3
0,'70-0)7r	 y ,, , , 3 ",i Q,T 7 ,T`Q, Q,.0	 '7 'OIT5I I	 ,J,^ ^7.1
(, r,	 71" 0"Ie-0,1-0 01,405 0,`:'i4 0,009 Q,Irt (?,,C<< { ^,t Y^I
0,
	
C-0	 ! n,::nt) C,]"M D, IQ ,.."'.ti
0,^54
)
tiC.e-	 1.. t 
	
r, z	 rJ.1 ply
}	 nt ,..	 2 3n 0	 ! : i2 --
OT7n_O,rr^ 1. 0 ,J, :,,n t', C<:7 # ",	 5
1	 ell x	 rf,.
^,•	 _	 ^, • 1	 I ,/,	 'f J. ",	 r i ff kl^,	 I .	 ..^ :^,..:^ r	 ".!
	
0
J,
^ O
k[Translator's note,	 All commas in numerals represent document points >
r
F.,EFRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL WAGE IS POOR.
ENTROPY OF EXPERIMENTAL RECOGNITION OF TARGETS	 116
BY CSI
	 22.VI.76
v	 `.	 - .r	 vi '	 ^	 l• T ^ 7
f
`.^	 J r .. J v^_^ ^.i , ^vv ^V ^ 51 ;	 - _,	 , , , , 7
-n	 rit	 ,:;.•%-0	 ,",'
_
n	 y Cr,
J , f ^. ,v'
..	 77C1} , .:.^, t -U , 'iv y:
^	 1 nv , :,^, ;:v
^	 ^^
t^ , ,_ ^ •.i
ri -{^
;. , ".^ :;,	 ,
'^^ 9 
uY
V ... 
.^, l^ ^ ,l.^ l- . . v i.J ,	 j.V N. L' , {.. ^4 J 1	 ti-J ^. ,	 .i4 .^. ,	 i v
xJ	 ^.. , VV '^ J, is ..V l.', .'riv S. ,
i
n	 r7 t,.
'^L, O	 L ^ z	 ..
i	 ,:	 ,	 .,	 t.i.` ^.,	 ,	 . l 1 y w (v 'J V ,	 ^ ^ V J , ^ L^.:.. ^1 y t3 'J v , t vL
I
i
f	 y7r. 9
_
r, 1	 1 J _' ^ r^ .	 l
LTranslator's note;	 All commas in numerals represent decimal points
i
103y
targets winter corn spring clover woods Entire
zones wheat wheat group(pm)
oftargets
117
targets	 winter	 corn	 spring	 clover	 woods	 Entire
zones
	
wheat	 wheat
	 group
vm)
	
of
targe st
i
i
-Z
n^. C"
!I 	r
	 nr1^	 •irk	 -	 .^r^^	 /^	 ^T"'	 ^.	 ,	 r
y	 "^/ p kt. + 	 J	 L4 iJ	 C y »L1	 V y w	 ti	 U 7 J i	 L 7 —	 v 7	 '—
V S v /v ^. ^ y ri `	 O y —.... kJ	 V^	 c, ..+	 V y lJ i v	 7 -- 1 V	 ,. y	 ._	 V y ^. i {_
i.'y'J V^^'.y 4 . ^	 Uy i:..^li	 V^. ^ni \J	 V^.r tl l'.	 ^y	 y.Z LJ
..^
	
.•,.	 7	 i
v s 1 ,,,	 v y t ^-	 :; y `^'_.:.	 V , 
1
V ^ f ^,'— 'v y t !	 :J s'^.i^	 ^-i y =^^ 	L_s ^... ^	 U y —L, :	 L• y t,...L	 V y ..,., f
.,,•	 _>-	 _fir	
.
-O
	 ^	 fr	 ^,^	 ^^
.J ^ : ,. " ' 'v y v i.	 v s ^. v ^ :	 ^ y 'v ,;..^	 L y ,,. (v	 v y •-.:J ^;	 ., s	 ' ^, ^;,
_	 v	
0v 7	 —' ll s 3 r..
	
^J ^ .^ c: •J	 v y ^.,, u	 J y ^_ f l	 l.. y :....	 .f ^ L .:.	 ,^ s	 , ,_ ..,
..• i ' r/— f-,s	 J	 U ' G G u	 L' i ^. J 1	 ^% s ^, ., ,,.	 5 _.. ^.%	 +% y ... ^..J'	 ".. y .: a r—.
..:y'^	 ... ? uv	 3 y^vli	 ^.,'7^^.:	 vsNuv	 tlyf... ^	 vy_uv	 Uyi.^
1o4
SL
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BY CSI 9.IX.76
	targets fallow
	
corn	 s}')ring	 clover
	 woods
	 Entire
zones
	 land	 y,heat	 group
um of targets
0
"..^ y v.^	 'v y v	 t^ y	 u , vr.^.l:	 y —..:..	 .i y ...	 " ,^ y :J `,.,
L ^: ^.: —rte J	 v	 (	 v	 '^ y Vi ^r 4	 n' 7 C^	 v ) t l ''	 ^i 7 ^' f'
	
—vyvv!"tnr
	 7 rt;r	
^/!—^T
	 Ly1.CT
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PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION OF Gi g, ENTROPY VALUES
	
L11
C PROGRAM	 GRET
1 . DIL.ETTS1011 FX(301),A(13),D(13), P(13),F(13),B(13),H(13),A1(13),A2(13
2 1),H1(13),C1(13),HOP2(13),I?OP3(13)
3 DATA N21/4/,E/0.01/
4 RLAD (1,50)(FX(K),K=4,301)
;.*, 50 +OI -14T (13F6.4)
DO 32 I21=19N21
o RZAD	 (1952)!A(I),I=1,13)
7 READ	 (1,52)(D(I),X=1,13) Commentary on program.
8 :ZLi,D	 (1,52)(P(I),I=1,13) Input information:
9 READ	 (1,54)T1,TP A(I)--mean value of CSI or D of -targetD I --standard deviation.
10 52 1 ORvUsT (13-F6-3) P(I) --a priori probability of
11 53 roBu1AT (13F6.2) aprearance of - targetE	 --step of sign change
12 54 FORUAT (2F6.2) 21--number of simultaneously solvable
13 DO 33 122=1,13 problems
14 IP(A(13)) 36 35 36 HJ,(K)--probability of entry of normed,	 , normal quantity into interval
15 36 11=13 O,X (Laplace function)
K=JOOX + I, where X--independent variable
16 GO TO 37 of Laplace function.
17 35 IF(A(I22))33,34933 Output information:
18 34 N=122-1 H--initial entropy.
19 GO TO 37 HI--entropy of experiment.
20 33 COITTINUE I--quantity of information.
21 37 DO 1 I=1 if
22	 ::1 (I)=0
23	 A1(I)=A(I)-3*D(I)
24 1 A2(1)=A(1)+3*D(I)
25	 )U4IN=A1(1)
26
	
TLL AX=A2 (1 )
27	 DO 42 I=2,N
28	 IF(XUAX—A2(I))2,3,3
29 2 XL AX=A2 (I)
30 3 I (X=111—Al U) ) 42, 42, 4
31 4 X` 11=A1(1)
32 42 C0 TI1=,
106
33	 L:=( L" -XMIN)/E
34	 0=0
35	 IiOP=0
36	 DO 21 J=1,1
l7	 I=^
38	 C=O
39	 DO 6 I=1 ,X
40	 X5=100* (XLiI2J-A(I))/D(I)	 120
41	 Ii=,US (X5 ) +1.5
42	 IF(K-30148,897
43 7 K=301
44 8 F1=SIG'R(FX(K),X5)
45	 X4=100*(XLIIN-A(I)+E)/D(I)
46	 K=,',BS (X4) +1.5
47	 IF(K-301)9,9,10
43 10 X=301
49 9 F2=SIGN(FX(K),X4)
50	 Ptl)=A3S(F1-F2)
51	 T=T+P(I)*F(I)
52 6 COIi^II'UE
53	 IPM 40,40,39
54 39 DO 38 I=1,11
55	 13(1)=P(I)*F(I)/T
56	 IF(B(I))38,38,41
57 41 11(1)_3(I)*AL0G10(B(I))/0.301
58	 C=C-Ii(I)
59 55 II,'(B(I) -1
 . )44,38, 44
60 44 C1(I)=(-B(I)*ALOG10(B(I))-('.-B(I))*ALOG10(1.-B(I)))/0.301
61	 Hl(I) =Hl (1)+C1(1)*T
62 38 CO'l'211UE
63	 F.0=HO+T* C
64 40 X II :=XlJdN+E
65 21 CONTIIME
107
6e	 DO 22 J=1,N
67	 HOP2(J)=(-P(J)*ALOGIOP(J))-(1.-P(J))*ALOG10(1.-P(J)))/0.301
68	 H0P3(J)=HOP2(J)-H1(J)
69 22 ilOP=HOP-P(J)*, ILOG10 (Pl'J) )/0.301
70	 HOPI =HOP-HO
71	 IF (121-1 )47,47,48
72 47 .;RITE (3,23)
73 23 FOHi.:AT(1OX, COMPUTATION OF QUANTITY OF INFORMATION FOR RECOGNITION OF TARGETS
*E:/10X,75(' -1) /10X, ! ZONE	 f q4X,'	 TARGETS	 •004X,'P!97X,'A',7X,'
*D'97X9'H',7X,'H1',7X,'I'JZOX,75('-11)
74 48 :i"RITE (3,24) T1,T2,HOP,H0,HOP1
75 24 POR:iAT(10X,F4.2,'- ',F4.2,5X,!ENTIRE
 
GROUP ',23X,3F8.3)
76	 DO 32 I=1 , ii
77	 ti:RITE(3,25)I,P(I),A(I),D(I),HOP2(I),H1(I),HOP3(I)
78 25 FOMUT (25X,14,F13.3,5F8.3)
75 32 CONTINUE
80	 STOP
81	 iiD
108
Appendix 7.	 120
Technique of Biological Measurements
Technique of Biological Measurements on Experimental Sections of Soviet-
American Program
	 121
1. Stage fr^ owth (phases of vegetation, aspects) see appendix.
2. Height of1p ants. 5 randomly selected plants on area are measured with
a graduated rule with natural position of leaves. Data are averaged and
recorded on the form.
3. Percentage of cover. Determined in the field visually by method of
expert evaluation (average of evaluations given by three individuals).
4. Number of plants per unit of area. For wheat in 1976 the number of
plants were computed per 1.5 m of rows - (individual plants were counted by
pulling them out with the roots), in 1977 the calculations will be made on
1 m of rows.
	 Clover is counted without pulling the plants out. Corn
plants are counted per 10 m of rows.
	 Data for the number of plants in rows
are recounted for 1 m 2
 with regard to the distance between rows. Individual
specimens were not counted for natural vegetation.
5. Leaf index. In dry crops on each area five green and five yellowed
leaves are selected from the section of leaf cover of the crop which was
the average in height. A sample of definite size (0.5-5 cm 2 ) is cut from
each leaf. The samples are dried and the absolute dry weight of a unit of
leaf area is determined (specific surface density, SSD). By division of the
weight of leaves from 1 m 2
 area of sowing (for determination of biomass see
further) by the SSD the area is computed for green and yellow leaves per
1 m2 of sowing.
For natural vegetation the approximate value of SSD of 'fie  community is
determined as the weighted average SSD for three of the mos high-volume types
log
(statistical weighing occurs according to the protective cover). Thus, if
types A,B, and C have in the community cover of 40, 15 and 5%, the average SSD
of the community is determined as
	
SSD	
= 40SSDA
 + 15SSDB + 5SSDC	 122
Comm	 60
6. Biomass. In order to determine biomass the above ground sections of all
plants were weighed on the test section of the row or mowing square. Weeds are
included in the biomass calculation. Weighing in the dry form occurs directly
in the field with the help of a densimeter (snow gage) which is used in meteorology
for snow photography. The accuracy of weighing is 5 g. Then the sample is
taken apart into fractions: leaves, stems, generative parts, defoliation, which
are also weighed. The weights are totaled; in the case of a discrepancy in the
weight before and after disassembly as a consequence of a loss in moisture during
the disassembly the weights of the fractions are multiplied by the correction
coefficient equal to g 1	where g1 --the weight of the cutting before disassembly,
92
g2 - -after disassembly.
The disassembled sample is dried in a desiccator and its dry weight is deter-
mined by fractions.
After this the moisture content is determined for each fraction of biomass
and of the sample as a whole according to the formula
	
W	 (1 - 62 ) x 100
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7. _Damage . The presence or lack of damages is listed in the form of field
measurements. In the notes cases are observed of especially extensive spread
of damages.
8. General information (notes). Any peculiarities of the field nct planned
for by the form are indicated.
j
	
	 9. Photographic material. Photographs of fields and vertical structure of
the vegetation are prepared for each field.
'r	 110
1
Clover Natural steppe vegetation
opening o
	 eaves pe- .nom off`_1eaves
	 J	 i
vegetative growth veget
t
^^ative growth of dominants,
growth of agrowthoOfePenerasiivessprouts
generative sprouts of dominants, aspect of early-
summer species
blooming blooming of dominants, overall
maximum number of blossoming
species
end of blooming 3nd of blooming of dominants
immature fruits q ass maturing of fruits,
looming of late-s-ummer species
mature fruits fellowing of leaves, mass
ruit bearing
seeding egetation after fruit bearing
ppearance of fall leaves
aftergrowth ^ftergrowth
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No.	 Grains
O1
	
sprouts
02
	
bushing out
03	 emergence into
tubules
04
	
heading
05	 milky ripeness
06
	
milky-yellow ripeness
07	 yellow ripeness
08
	
complete ripeness
09
	 1 stubble
Appendix
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SYSTEM OF PHASES OF VEGETATION OF DIFFERENT PIANT COVERS
111
Maximum transmission ( nm) Spectrum resolution (nm)
1--410
2--438
3--500
10-15
Appendix 8.	 124
Description of Spectrometer
The spectrometer consists of two units. Unit 1, the optic head is installed
	 125
on a cantilever beyond the limits of the helicopter cabin. Unit 2, the recording
section, is located within the helicopter cabin.
The spectrometer is two-channel: one channel is directed vertically down,
the second up. The upper channel is standard.
	 The standard used is
opal glass brand MS-13. The opal glass is additionally standardized on the ground
according to a barytic screen installed underneath the instrument in the field of
view of the input lens.
The angle of vision is determined by cap cones and is 11 1 . The angle of
vision of the spectrometer can be changed by installing other cones in the limits
from 3° to 201.
Input and collimator lenses ensure the creation of parallel beams at the site
where they pass through the light filters. The focusing lens collects the beams
on the photocathode of the emission receiver.
Interference light filters installed on the rotating disk alternately transmit
streams which go from the top and from the bottom. Thus, in one turn of the disk
15 light filters transmit to the emission receiver 30 distinct portions of light
energy. Accordingly, the emission receiver generates 30 distinct electrical
signals.
One turn. of the disk is completed in 1115 sec. The emission receiver is the
photoelectronic photomultiplier FEU-22 with oxygen-silver-cesium photocathode.
The interference light filters have the following parameters:
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Maximum
transmission (nm)
4--530
5--56o
6--582
7--622
8--657
9--682
Spectrum
	
Maximum
	
Spectrum
resolution (nm) 	 transmission (nm) resolution (nm)
	
10--728	 10-15
11--755
10-15	 12--866
	
13--910	 15-20
14--983
15--1020
The recording unit consists of an amplifier and cathode-ray tube. Thirty X126
signals from the emission receiver are amplified and fed to the cathode-ray
tube. Here also is fed a signal from the synchronization transmitter which
synchronizes the start of sweep of the ray of the cathode-ray tube at the
velocity of disk rotation. As a result on the tube screen an immobile signal
illuminates which consists of 30 peaks. These peaks are photographed on film.
The photography time is 1/8 sec.
The recording unit also generates a high voltage (1400 V) which is necessary
for feeding the emission receiver.
The accuracy of determining the coefficient of spectrum intensity is 10%.
Some general parameters of the instrument are:
1) weight of optic head-- 8 kg.
2) weight of recording unit--10 kg.
3) dimensions of optic head--diameter-- 350 mm, height 430 mm
4) dimensions of recorder--170 x 223 x 700 mm
5) feed voltage-- 24 ± 3 V -
6) power consumed--50 watts.
The photography occurred from an altitude of 100 meters which provided
on the earth a res:1-1ving, area 20 meters in diameter. The velocity of the
horizontal flight :r,:s 50-60 k-ph. Thus, during the recording of one spectro-
gram (1/3 sec.) the center of the spot does not shift by more than 2 m.
Photography of the successive frames occurs with an interval of 1 sec. The
helicopter usually advances over the field in the opposite direction of the
wind.
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For the 1977 season it is planned to make certain modifications in the
instrument: 1) reduce the number of filters to 12; 2) increase the rate of
one spectrum sweep to 130 sec.; 3) reduce the velocity of recording to 	 127
1/16 sec.; 4) bring the measurement accuracy to 7-8%o; 5) change the working
altitude to 75 meters.
Schematic diagram of spectrometer (fig. 1).
I--extension optic head
1	 opal glass (MS13)
2, 5 cap cones
3,6 input lenses
4 flat mirrors
7,8 collimator lenses
9 focusing lens
10 emission receiver (FEU -22)
13 synchronization transmitter
14 disk with interference light filters
15 electric motor
II--recording unit
11- amplifier
12 cathode-ray tube
114
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Multichannel Airborne Television S +stem
	
L
Information is given on the airborne multispectrum television system
installed in the AN-30 airplane.
1. Characteristics of the system
The television system is designed to produce images of the underlying
surface from an aircraft in four spectrum intervals. Scanning of the image by
line occurs due to the movement of the scanning mirror, while the image is
formed by frame due to the movement of the airplane. The block diagram of the
system is given in fig. 1. The television system includes: the on board
section consisting of the optical and mechanical unit and the airborne tape
recorder, and ground system of reproduction and photographic recording. A
block diagram of the on board section is given in fig. 2.
The television system has the following characteristics:
sector of scanning 600;
momentary angle of vision 2.5 mrad;
horizontal frequency 4 Hz;
working spectrum range 0.5 + 1.1 um;
output information--negatives.
2. Optical and mechanical unit
The optical and mechanical unit is the basic part of the television system.
7	
It implements scanning of the image, forms the synchronization signal and energy
calibration. The optic plan of the instrument is given in fig. 3. A kinematic
plan is shown in fig. 4. Spectrum characteristics of the channels are given in
fig. 5.
3. System of multichannel frequency-modulated magnetic recording
The system of magnetic recording has been created on the basis of an
airborne multichannel tape recorder. The system has the following characteristics:
116
number of channels--fm --15 12
number of channels--am--1
frequency bands for each channel--0 -5 kHz
ratio of v/w in channel--40 db
working rate of tape movement--25 cm/sec
width of magnetic tape-- 25.4 mm
cassete capacity-- 750 m
4. Ground system of reproduction
The ground system consists of:
ground tape recorder,
phototelegraphic apparatus.
i
Figure 1.
1--Optical and mechanical unit; 2--System of magnetic
recording (fm); 3--Ground system of reproduction and
photographic recording.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of television system
1--scanning mirror; 2--dispersing system; 3,4,5,6--receivers;
7--four-channel video amplifier; 8--output filters; 9--tape
recorder; 10--unit of controlled clamping; 11--video signal
simulator; 12--generator of cadence signals; 13--scanning
motor; 14--power pack of television system; 16--calibration
by incandescent lamp; 17--calibrating key; 15--calibration
by sun; 18--reducer.
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Figure 3. Optic Plan of Instrument
1--scanning mirror; 2--lens (OKS-75); 3--stop aperture;
4--collimator; 5,6,7--dichroic mirrors; 8--swinging mirror;
9,10,11,12--emission receivers (FEU).
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Figure 4. Kinematic Plan of Instrument
1--scanning mirror; 2--rocker arm; 3--cam; 4,5--reducer;
6--electric motor.
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M ultispectrum Airborne Photoraphic System
	 L
Data are given which characterize the multispectrum airbor,ie photographic
system (camera, airplane trap doors, optic filters, camera lenses, fiim).
1. Camera
The multispectrum photographic system includes four cameras of model A-39
controlled from one command instrument. The cameras are rigidly installed on
one frame in trap door No. 3 of airplane AN-30. The lense "Uran-27" has
focal distance 100 mm, f-number 1:2.5, frame format 70 x 80 mm. The shutter
type is focal-plane, shutter speeds 1:100, 1:200, 1:300 sec., efficiency of
shutter is 55%. The film size is 8 x 1900 cm, the cassete capacity is 19 meters.
2. Airplane trap door
All the apparatus of the system is installed in one trap door of size
600 x 600 mm. Fig. 1 shows the location of the cameras in the trap door of the
AN -30 airplane. The spectrum transmission of the trap door glass of the AN -30
airplane is shown in fig. 2.
3. Camera filters
The spectrum intervals are separated with the help of filters. The spectrum
transmission of the filters is shown in fig. 3-6 (measurements made 22.03.76).
The spectrum intervals, filters and type of film used are given in table 1.
4. Lenses
The spectrum transmission of the camera lenses is shown in fig. 7-8.
5. Film
Isopanchromatic T-17 (apparatus 1 -3) and infrachromatic I-840 (apparatus 4).
Spectrum sensitivity of the films is shown in fig. 9.
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TABLE 1
COMBINATION "FILM-FILTER" AND SPECTRUM RANGES
Number of camera	 Film	 Filter
1	 T-17	 Blue
2	 T-17	 Green
3
	
T-17	 Red
4	 1 I-840	 Infrared
Spectrum ranges (micrometers)
o.4o-o.48
o.49 -o.6o
o.61 -0.72
0.71-0.80
Z2Direction of flight
Fig. 1. Location of Aerial Cameras in
Trap Door of AN-30 Airplane
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Fig. 9• Curves for Spectral Sensitivi ty
 of Aerial Film TIP-17 and I-840
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